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‘What's the use of a fine house if you haven't got a tolerable
planet to put it on?’
Henry David Thoreau (1817 – 1862)

Summary
The building and real estate sectors are responsible for a significant portion of global society’s
overall environmental impacts. This thesis considers three actions that need to be applied in
the sectors to mitigate these impacts. Firstly, all new buildings need to be constructed for very
low operational energy use. Secondly, existing buildings need to be renovated to significantly
lower their operational energy use and thirdly, the environmental impacts due to the
production of building materials need to decrease. Achieving change in these areas requires
the development of knowledge and expertise amongst decision making stakeholders in the
sector. At the same time, it is important from a societal perspective that the building and real
estate sectors provide housing of suitable quality and suited to human needs. Developed real
estate furthermore constitutes a large portion of society’s capital. Therefore, in taking action
to improve environmental performance in the noted areas, decision making stakeholders in the
sectors need simultaneously to consider these interests and the stakeholders for whom they are
important. Life cycle approaches and environmental certification tools for buildings are two
approaches that have the potential to provide knowledge for decision makers about how best
to improve environmental performance in the areas noted, also in the context of wider
stakeholder interests mentioned.
The main aim of this thesis is therefore to demonstrate and critically assess life cycle
approaches’ and environmental certification (EC) tools’ potential for supporting decisions for
improved environmental performance in the building and real estate sectors. The aim has been
fulfilled through independent research presented in five papers each of which considers at
least one of the key areas identified for environmental performance improvement in buildings,
or the interests of major stakeholders with reference to them.
Firstly a life cycle approach was used to assess the embodied global warming potential
(GWP) due to material production required for renovations achieving significant operational
energy use reduction. Depending on the type of primary energy supply to, and the magnitude
of, the operational energy use reduction itself, and the type of renovation measure, the
embodied GWP can in certain cases be quite large compared to the GWP reduction arising
from reduced operational energy use. Therefore life cycle based information about renovation
materials’ embodied GWP needs to be made available to design process decision makers, for
example as generic data early in the renovation design process. This can be complemented
with life cycle

environmental product declarations (EPDs) of material manufacturers’
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specific products’ embodied GWP that can be used to fulfil renovation decision makers’
procurement specifications.
The thesis also applied the Swedish EC tool Miljöbyggnad as an ex-ante assessment of
renovation measures aiming for deep operational energy use reductions. This work
demonstrated that Miljöbyggnad is a useful tool for communicating and identifying the indoor
environmental quality (IEQ) effects of renovation measures. There is as yet little general
interest in EC from property owners in renovation situations, though the findings show that
Miljöbyggnad assessment can be very useful for multifamily building owners known to aim
for outcomes beyond simply the narrowly-conceived economic optimum. Life cycle cost
assessments showed however that the renovation packages aiming at significant operational
energy use reductions are not profitable from a property owner perspective. EC such as
Miljöbyggnad could nevertheless be a useful addition when designing policy instruments to
overcome this. For example financial incentives could be provided based on a certain level of
certification.
A basic life cycle assessment was carried out in the early stages of a new build residential
project. The assessment showed that the two timber frames considered have lower embodied
GWP than the concrete, and that embodied GWP was significant for the entire lifetime GWP
for the proposed buildings. These outcomes contributed to improving the lead architect’s and
project manager’s knowledge and understanding of the significance of embodied GWP and of
the environmental impact of different frame choices. Follow up interviews also highlighted
that design decisions affecting embodied GWP are made in light of many varying criteria of
which embodied GWP is only one. Future research could therefore follow up in more detail
building development projects aiming at mitigating embodied GWP using similar methods,
thereby enabling recommendations for overcoming identified conflicts in the decision
process.
The thesis also showed that EC and related environmental enhancements contribute to
achieving property owners’ and tenants’ overall strategic objectives for value creation.
Notable areas of value creation for property owners were reduced direct costs due to reduced
operational energy use, and the documented choice of materials with low environmental
impact contributing to addressing tenants’ IEQ queries and to attracting potential buyers.
Tenants experience value creation from EC for example as support for environmental
reporting (internal and external). The work also demonstrated how different areas for value
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creation from EC could contribute to achieving property owners’ strategic objectives by
placing them in a strategy map. The strategy map highlights the connection between areas for
value creation and the Balance Scorecard approach to performance measurement and target
setting in organizations. A further novel contribution related to the strategy map is the
identification of three different EC functions from a value creation perspective – through the
measures taken to achieve the certification criteria (EC measures), through an improved
design and development process (EC process) and through communication with the help of
the third-party certification (EC certification).
The research also showed that property owners choose between EC tools based in part at least
on the way different tools support their own specific strategic objectives. Societally-oriented
owners in the study expressed a preference for Miljöbyggnad and prioritized value creation
particularly from EC process and the improved quality that it brings about. Findings
demonstrated that residential building owners may also benefit from EC application through
EC process. Meanwhile market-oriented owners expressed a preference for LEED and
BREEAM, prioritizing value creation from EC certification. Tenants on the other hand do not
make any significant strategic distinction between tools (in spite of the fact that tools are very
different in terms of what is assessed).
Recent years have seen significant interest in Sweden and abroad for EC. Given the clear and
urgent global case for improving the building sector’s environmental performance, EC
accreditation bodies should make the most of this interest by increasing environmental
performance levels mandated in tools.
For the further development of life cycle approaches’ and EC tools’ application to buildings
and real estate it is important to consider how they can be adapted to consider ‘distance to
sustainable’ targets referencing for instance the planetary boundaries approach. Potentially
significant contributions from this task for example could be to establish performance
benchmarks for say a building’s or development’s lifetime GWP or operational energy use
that are explicitly based on and referring to the planetary boundaries framework and current
understanding of likely future developments in the building sector. Such a task can be seen as
a further extension of the standardization of life cycle approaches for the building sector
already in place and also of the work of the third party EC accreditation organizations in
setting performance levels for EC tools.
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A lack of reference to ‘distance to sustainable’ targets is also apparent in interviews and
questionnaire responses from property owners and tenants considering value creation from
EC. In relation to this an important task for researchers and practitioners going forward is to
establish how buildings may be assessed in light of revised value concepts that expand from
the current narrow focus on the economic perspective to also include environmental and
social perspectives. Such a concept could also relate to ongoing developments in ecological
macroeconomics. This is interesting for society as a whole since real estate constitutes such a
large part of society’s capital and is so significant for economic activity.
Keywords: Buildings, operational energy use, life cycle assessment, environmental
certification, environmental assessment, renovation, strategy, design process, value creation,
embodied environmental impacts.
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Sammanfattning
Bygg- och fastighetssektorn står för en betydande del av miljöpåverkan globalt sett. Denna
avhandling behandlar tre åtgärder som är väsentliga inom sektorerna för att minska denna
påverkan. För det första, alla nya byggnader måste projekteras för mycket låg
energianvändning under bruksfasen. För det andra, befintliga byggnader behöver renoveras
för att avsevärt minska deras energianvändning under bruksfasen. För det tredje,
miljöpåverkan på grund av produktion av byggmaterial måste minska. För att uppnå
förändringar inom dessa områden krävs kunskaps- och kompetensutveckling bland
beslutsfattande aktörer inom sektorerna. Samtidigt är det viktigt ur ett samhällsperspektiv att
bygg- och fastighetssektorn tillhandahåller bostäder av god kvalitet och lämpade för
människors behov. Bebyggda fastigheter utgör dessutom en stor del av samhällets kapital. För
att förbättra miljöprestandan i de angivna områdena, måste beslutsfattare inom sektorerna
samtidigt ta hänsyn till dessa intressen. Livscykelmetoder och miljöcertifieringsverktyg för
byggnader är två metoder som har potential att bidra med kunskap för beslutsfattare om hur
man bäst kan förbättra miljöprestandan i de identifierade områdena, även inom ramen för de
bredare aktörsintressen som nämnts.
Huvudsyftet med denna avhandling är därför att visa och kritiskt granska potentialen hos
livscykelmetoder och miljöcertifieringsverktyg för att stödja beslut för förbättrad
miljöprestanda inom bygg- och fastighetssektorn. Syftet har uppfyllts genom ett antal
delstudier som presenteras i fem artiklar som var och en behandlar åtminstone ett av de
viktiga områdena för förbättrad miljöprestanda i byggnader, eller aktörsintressen kring dessa
områden.
Ett livscykelanalytiskt angreppssätt användes för att bedöma den inbyggda klimatpåverkan
som härrör materialproduktion för renoveringsåtgärder som krävs för att åstadkomma
signifikant minskning av byggnaders energibehov under bruksfasen. I vissa fall kan den
inbyggda klimatpåverkan vara ganska stor jämfört med den minskade klimatpåverkan som
uppkommer som en konsekvens av det minskade energibehovet under bruksfasen. Den
inbyggda klimatpåverkans relativa storlek beror på storleken på bruksenergiminskningen
själv, och vilka primärenergislag som antas för bruksfasen. Därför borde livscykelbaserad
information om renoveringsmaterials inbyggda klimatpåverkan göras tillgängliga för
beslutsfattare till exempel som generiska data i tidigt skede. Detta kan kompletteras med
livscykelbaserade miljövarudeklarationer (engelska – environmental product declarations,
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EPD) för materialtillverkares specifika produkters inbyggda klimatpåverkan. De senare kan
sedan användas för att verifiera beställares upphandlingskrav.
I en annan studie användes det svenska miljöcertifieringsverktyget Miljöbyggnad för att
bedöma renoveringspaket som syftar mot betydande minskningar av energibehovet i tre
byggnader. Arbetet visade att Miljöbyggnad underlättar för att kommunicera och identifiera
renoveringspaketens påverkan på inomhusmiljön. Resultaten visar att bedömning med
Miljöbyggnad kan stödja fastighetsägare som strävar efter kvaliteter utöver snävt definierade
ekonomiska

mål.

Livscykelkostnadsanalyser

visade

dock

att

sådana

omfattande

renoveringspaket inte är lönsamma från ett fastighetsägarperspektiv. Miljöcertifieringsverktyg
som Miljöbyggnad skulle kunna vara ett användbart stöd för att utforma styrmedel för att
bemöta detta problem. Till exempel kunde ekonomiska incitament tillhandahållas baserat på
en viss certifieringsnivå.
En enkel livscykelanalys genomfördes i tidigt skede för tre olika konstruktionslösningar för
ett nytt flerfamiljshus. Analysen visade att de två lösningarna med trästomme har lägre
inbyggd klimatpåverkan än betongstommen, och att den inbyggda klimatpåverkan stod för en
hög andel av byggnadens totala klimatpåverkan under livstiden. Dessa resultat bidrog till att
förbättra arkitektens och projektledarens kunskap om och förståelse för den inbyggda
klimatpåverkans betydelse och miljökonsekvenserna av olika stommaterial. Uppföljande
intervjuer betonade också att beslut om stommaterial görs utifrån diverse olika kriterier utöver
inbyggd klimatpåverkan. Framtida forskning kan därför mer i detalj följa upp byggprocesser
som syftar till att tillämpa livscykelanalys för att minska inbyggd klimatpåverkan. Resultat
från sådana studier kan bidra till att skapa rekommendationer för att övervinna potentiella
konflikter mellan olika intressen i beslutsprocessen.
Avhandlingen visade också att miljöcertifieringsverktyg och tillhörande miljösatsningar
bidrar till att uppnå fastighetsägares och lokalhyresgästers övergripande strategiska mål för
värdeskapande. Enligt undersökningarna, upplever fastighetsägare värdeskapande genom
minskade direkta kostnader på grund av minskad köpt energi, och genom dokumenterade
materialval som bidrar till att kunna besvara hyresgästernas frågor om inomhusmiljö och att
locka potentiella köpare. Lokalhyresgästerna upplever värdeskapande till exempel som stöd
för miljörapportering (internt och externt). Arbetet visade också hur olika områden för
värdeskapande från miljöcertifiering skulle kunna bidra till att uppnå fastighetsägarnas
strategiska mål genom att placera områdena i en så kallad strategikarta. Strategikartan belyser
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sambandet mellan områden för värdeskapande och ’Balanced Scorecard’ -metoden för
prestandauppföljning och målsättande i organisationer. I arbetet identifierades också tre olika
sätt som miljöcertifiering leder till värdeskapande – genom åtgärderna som certifieringen
kräver, genom påverkan på byggprocessen och genom kommunikationen av själva
certifieringen.
Forskningen

visade

också

att

fastighetsägare

väljer

mellan

olika

typer

miljöcertifieringsverktyg delvis utifrån hur olika verktyg stödjer de egna specifika strategiska
målen. Samhällsorienterade ägare i studien uttryckte en preferens för Miljöbyggnad och
prioriterade värdeskapande särskilt från den positiva påverkan på byggprocessen som leder till
ökad kvalitet. Resultaten visade också att även ägare till flerbostadshus kan dra nytta av
miljöcertifiering på samman sätt. Samtidigt uttryckte marknadsorienterade ägare en preferens
för LEED och BREEAM, och prioriterade värdeskapande från själva certifieringen.
Lokalhyresgästerna i studien skiljde å andra sidan i regel inte mellan olika
miljöcertifieringsverktyg (trots det faktum att verktygen är mycket olika i frågan om vad som
bedöms).
De senaste åren har intresset i Sverige och utomlands för miljöcertifiering ökat betydligt. Med
tanke

på

det

tydliga

behovet

att

förbättra

byggsektorns

miljöprestanda,

bör

miljöcertifieringsorganisationer se till att skapa ytterligare miljönytta från certifieringen
genom att skärpa certifieringskraven i en nära framtid.
För den fortsatta utvecklingen av livscykelmetoder och miljöcertifieringsverktyg i
byggsektorn är det viktigt att undersöka om certifieringskraven kan baseras på objektiva
hållbarhetsmått, till exempel de planetära gränserna. Med detta i åtanke kan det vara intressant
att till exempel etablera nyckeltal för en byggnads klimatpåverkan över livstiden baserat på
dem planetära gränserna och den sannolika bebyggelseutvecklingen. En sådan uppgift kan ses
som en ytterligare utvidgning av den pågående standardiseringen av livscykelmetoder för
byggsektorn.

För

miljöcertifieringsverktyg

kan

det

ses

som

en

utvidgning

av

certifieringsorganens fastställande av certifieringskrav.
Intervjuade fastighetsägare och lokalhyresgäster i studierna om värdeskapande visade inte
intresse för certifieringskrav baserade på objektiva hållbarhetsmått. En viktig uppgift för
forskare och praktiker i relation till detta är att utveckla fastighetsvärderingsmetoder som
använder begrepp bortom det ekonomiska perspektivet till att även omfatta miljömässiga och
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sociala perspektiv. Ett sådant koncept skulle också kunna relatera till den pågående
utvecklingen i ekologisk makroekonomi. Detta är intressant för samhället i sin helhet,
eftersom fastigheter utgör en så stor del av samhällets kapital och är så betydande för den
ekonomiska aktiviteten.
Nyckelord: byggnader, energianvändning, livscykelanalys, miljöcertifiering, miljöbedömning,
renovering, strategi, byggprocessen, värdeskapande, inbyggd klimatpåverkan.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Buildings and real estate from a sustainability perspective
This thesis is convened at the intersection between buildings and sustainability. It is
commonly understood around the world that human activities as currently performed are
overwhelming the planetary bio-geo-physical systems that support life (including human
society). In particular, the latest assessment according to the planetary boundaries approach
shows that the earth has been pushed into a zone of uncertainty for the core boundary for
climate change (Steffen et al., 2015).
The operation of buildings worldwide accounted for 32 % of total final energy use, and 25 %
of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Lucon et al., 2014). Meanwhile a study that looked
at the global warming potential (GWP) due to the entire supply chain for the building and
construction sector in Sweden found that construction and management activities for
buildings excluding operational energy use, but including all the new materials produced for
the sector accounted for 16 % of the national GWP (Toller, Wadeskog, Finnveden,
Malmqvist, & Carlsson, 2011). Therefore the management of buildings and building-related
activities is very important from the environmental perspective of sustainability, for example
to achieve goal 13 in the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) to ‘Take
urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts’ (United Nations, 2015). Toller et al.
(2011) also found that in Sweden the building and construction sectors were responsible for
27 % of national waste production, 40 % of total hazardous waste production nationally and
16 % of its use of hazardous chemicals, further showing the sector’s significance from
environmental perspectives other than climate change.
Buildings and real estate are further expected to achieve certain levels of performance in other
areas to meet the needs of a wide range of stakeholders. Some of these performance
expectations are highlighted in other UN SDGs. Goal 11 for example identifies the right of all
individuals to a satisfactory dwelling, citing the need for ‘universal access to safe and
affordable housing and basic services’. Goal 11 also brings up the need ‘to strengthen efforts
to protect and safeguard the world’s cultural and natural heritage’ for which buildings are
clearly important. Goal 1 aimed at poverty elimination also identifies the importance of the
equal rights of all to ‘…ownership and control over land and other forms of property’ (United
Nations, 2015). Occasionally overlapping expectations are highlighted in the Swedish
environmental quality objectives (EQOs), where the goal ‘a good built environment’
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recognizes the significance of reducing operational energy use in buildings and of premiering
energy from renewable sources, the significance of building planning that supports human
needs and of indoor environmental quality (IEQ, including thermal comfort, acoustic
environment, lighting, air quality), building-related cultural, architectural and aesthetic values
and the elimination of hazardous substances from buildings (Swedish EPA, 2016b). The
building stock is also critical from a macroeconomic perspective. Property consultants Savills
estimated that in 2016 the global asset value of developed real estate (i.e. non-agricultural
land) was 191 trillion US$ (of which 29 trillion US$ is in non-residential and the rest
residential, Savills, 2016). This total represents about 50 % of total assets worldwide
(including equities, bonds and gold, Savills, 2016), and is over 30 times bigger than the
estimated value of the world’s top fossil fuel companies as of 2011 of 7.4 trillion US$
(Carbon Tracker Initiative, 2011). It is as a primary store of wealth that gives so many actors a
stake in buildings, real estate and the built environment as owners. It is widely understood
also that building owners are a group with widely differing goals, from single people or
families in their own home to the scale of national governments or institutional investors such
as pension funds. Indeed, as assets for pension companies, the economic well-being of the
large number of individuals drawing pensions from those companies is also directly tied to
buildings and real estate.
1.2

Managing the reduction of environmental impacts from the building and
real estate sectors
The current operations of the building and real estate sectors and their supply chain are clearly
causing dangerous environmental pressures for the planetary system. An important step to
mitigate climate change is to reduce buildings’ operational energy use (Lucon et al., 2014).
Therefore ensuring that all new buildings be built to reach the highest energy standards is a
high priority (International Energy Agency, IEA, 2013). This is therefore a mitigation strategy
addressed in this thesis. It is furthermore estimated that in the OECD, buildings that already
exist now represent 90 % of the buildings that will be standing in 2050 (ibid.). Therefore,
(IEA, 2013) argues that in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g. the United States, Russia and the
EU) the renovation of existing buildings to significantly reduce operational energy use is very
important for ambitious climate change mitigation strategies. It is therefore another mitigation
strategy addressed in this thesis.
IEA (2013) also shows that ambitious climate change mitigation in the building sector
requires a significant increase in the proportion of renewable and low GWP energy to meet
buildings’ energy needs during operation. In a future global society with ambitious goals for
2

climate change mitigation all buildings therefore have low operational energy use, the large
majority of which is supplied from renewable or other low GWP sources. In present-day
Sweden around 90 % of operational energy use in the building stock is derived from nonfossil primary energy sources (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). This is a significant reason for
the fact that the yearly GWP due to the construction and management of buildings in Sweden,
including production of materials, at 16 % of the national total is actually higher than the
estimate yearly GWP due to operational energy use in buildings (based on interpretation of
Toller et al., 2011). Studies aimed at evaluating GWP of specific buildings on a life cycle
basis also show that when buildings are constructed to have low operational energy use and
are supplied with a high proportion of renewable energy, the GWP due to the production of
materials (often called the ‘embodied GWP’) constitutes a significant proportion of the total
(e.g. Blengini & Di Carlo, 2010; Buyle, Braet, & Audenaert, 2013; Cabeza, Rincon, Vilarino,
Perez, & Castell, 2014; Wallhagen, Glaumann, & Malmqvist, 2011). Therefore environmental
management of buildings in a global society with ambitious targets for climate change
mitigation also requires mitigating potential impacts from the production of building
materials. This also is therefore a third mitigation strategy addressed in this thesis.
From a sustainability perspective, these strategies can only be effectively implemented by
simultaneously

addressing

buildings’

broader

sociotechnical,

socioeconomic

and

environmental context (as highlighted in section 1.1 above). Within this context, drivers,
synergies and barriers arise that are important to consider when implementing these
mitigation strategies. One notable synergy is that in countries of Northern Europe and North
America, a large portion of the stock of existing buildings that needs to be renovated to
dramatically reduce operational energy use also needs to be renovated from a functional
perspective (Eriksson & Dekker, 2000; Meijer, Itard, & Sunikka-Blank, 2009). This part of
the stock was built between the 1950s and 1970s and currently requires renovation of the
building envelope, internal finishes and mechanical and electrical installations.
Many barriers to meeting environmental performance targets for the building and real estate
sectors arise as a result of the factors affecting private decisions and professional practices of
significant stakeholders in the sectors, as argued by the IPCC from the perspective of meeting
climate change targets (Lucon et al., 2014). A feature noted by many is that the real estate
market is highly fragmented (Hoffman & Henn, 2008; Lucon et al., 2014). The sector
incorporates many different stakeholder types each of whom have the possibility of affecting
building-related decisions positively or negatively from an environmental perspective.
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According to the ‘vicious circle of blame’ argument, investors, occupiers, owners, designers,
contractors and developers each blame a different stakeholder type for the fact that they
themselves cannot make the decisions necessary to meet the challenge of improving
buildings’ environmental performance sufficiently quickly (Hartenberger & Lorenz, 2008).
The research in this thesis is carried out mostly with the perspective of building owners and
developers in mind, but considers also the perspective of building design professionals
(architects and engineers) and tenants in non-residential buildings. Building owners and
developers for their part judge decision alternatives for their own actions (that together make
society’s environmental targets more or less attainable) in light of their own economic
objectives (Häkkinen & Belloni, 2011; Hoffman & Henn, 2008). Furthermore, owners and
developers are a significantly heterogeneous group with widely varying objectives (Hoffman
& Henn, 2008).

Research further suggests that clients in development projects (i.e.

developers and owners) lack expertise in specifying procurement requirements for buildings
with improved environmental performance and design professionals (i.e. architects and
engineers) lack knowledge to develop

suitable solutions (Häkkinen & Belloni, 2011).

Hoffman and Henn (2008) also note barriers arising due to poorly managed collaboration
between design professionals in development projects, for example the influence of power
dynamics between collaborating professionals, and the lack of consideration in early design
decisions of the potential limitations on available alternatives to design professionals later in
the process and the subsequent effect on overall environmental performance.
The past few decades have seen the development of a wide range of policies, strategies and
approaches aimed at addressing the need for improving environmental performance in
building and real estate sectors including these stakeholder-related barriers, synergies and
drivers (Dodd, Donatello, Garbarino, & Gama-Caldas, 2015; Lucon et al., 2014; Swedish
EPA, 2016a; Van der Heijden, 2015). This thesis investigates the contribution made by two
such approaches, namely life cycle approaches and environmental certification tools for
buildings. The life cycle approach aims to assess the environmental impacts of a product or
service on the basis of all the natural resource inputs and emissions to the environment arising
from the complete supply chain for that product or service. Generally speaking the life cycle
approach provides a reasonable basis for comparing the environmental impacts of different
solutions for the same product or service. As shown previously in this section earlier life
cycle-based studies have been important in research for demonstrating the significance of
embodied environmental impacts when designing buildings with ambitious climate change
4

mitigation in mind. A life cycle approach and information about the environmental impacts of
building materials based on a life cycle approach may therefore be able to provide decision
makers in building design processes with necessary knowledge to mitigate buildings’
embodied environmental impacts in such projects. The life cycle approach therefore
potentially addresses barriers noted earlier in this section related to design process decision
makers’ knowledge about potential solutions and for the efficient communication between
design process professionals in a building development process. Implementation of life cycle
based knowledge amongst building design decisions makers is still in its early stages, which
is why this subject is taken up in this thesis.
The second approach investigated in this thesis is the environmental certification (EC) of
buildings. EC tools are at the forefront of industry-led initiatives to mitigate environmental
impacts from buildings and real estate, as the large and growing number of certified buildings
demonstrate (BRE, 2016b; SGBC, 2016b; USGBC, 2016c). Simply put, these tools involve
the assessment of a range of environmental aspects in the context of a given building under
the scrutiny of a third party that then awards a certificate to the building (Cole, 2005). EC
tools are often considered to be able to contribute to overcoming barriers and enhancing
synergies and drivers for reducing buildings’ environmental impacts according to EC tool
features investigated in earlier research (e.g. Cole, 1999, 2005). An example of this is the
potential for the environmental assessment feature of EC tools to improve design process
decision makers’ knowledge about potential building-related solutions with lower total GWP
and other environmental impacts. A second area where the EC tools could make a
contribution to improving the building and real estate sectors’ environmental performance is
through environmentally-oriented targets in the tools that could facilitate communication
about environmental objectives in a building design process. Finally the sum of features
comprised by EC tools could facilitate efficient communications about environmental
improvements with a wide range of building and real estate stakeholders and therefore EC
tools could be useful for property owners’ and other stakeholders’ strategic environmental
management initiatives.
The contribution that EC tools and life cycle approaches may be able to make in addressing
the building and real estate sectors’ goals for reduced environmental pressures is thus an
important research field.
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1.3

Aim

The overall aim of this thesis is to demonstrate and critically assess life cycle approaches’ and
environmental certification (EC) tools’ potential for supporting decisions for improved
environmental performance in the building and real estate sectors. Within this aim, two
research questions are addressed:
Research Question 1: How can information about the potential environmental
consequences of design alternatives provided by tools for environmental
certification and life cycle approaches support design decisions for improved
environmental performance in buildings?
Research Question 2: How can environmental enhancements and environmental
certification tools be integrated into property owners’ and tenants’ decision
processes as strategic environmental management initiatives aimed at creating
value?
Each research question also makes explicit reference to a specific decision context that has
been mentioned with respect to EC tools and life cycle approaches – the design process
decision context (research question 1) and the strategic environmental management decision
context (research question 2). These specific decision contexts build further from Section 1.2
that argued for the potential contribution that life cycle approaches and EC tools could make
in design decisions and that EC tools could make in strategic environmental management
decisions.
Each of the five papers appended this cover essay make a contribution to addressing the
research questions shown above. The work in papers 1 to 3 consists in large part of the
application of variously a life cycle approach or an EC tool to provide an environmental
assessment of decision alternatives for relevant design cases. This is the major way in which
each of these papers contributes to addressing research question 1. Papers 1 to 3 also discuss
and analyze the potential application of the various environmental assessment results in real
design decision contexts, further contributing to addressing research question 1. As raised first
in Section 1.2, EC tools are interesting to study from a strategic environmental management
perspective, and therefore results from paper 3 are also discussed in this context related to
research question 2. Finally, more information contributing to addressing research question 1
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was gathered for the design case considered in paper 1 through brief follow-up interviews
with important design process decision makers for the case.
Papers 4 and 5 meanwhile contribute to addressing research question 2 by gathering
qualitative empirical data directly from individuals with experience of EC buildings either as
representatives for owners/developers (paper 4) or tenants (paper 5). Paper 4 in particular
contributes further to addressing research question 2 by presenting empirical findings in the
context of previously existing theoretical models for strategic environmental management.
Analysis of empirical data in paper 5 is also carried out from a strategic environmental
management perspective therefore also contributes to addressing research question 2. Since
paper 4 also gathered data about property owners’ and developers’ experience of EC’s
contribution in design processes, its findings are also used to answer research question 1.
More detailed explanation of the contribution that each of the appended papers make in
addressing the cover essay’s research questions can be found in Section 1 Research Methods.
1.4 Terminological note
Certain terms in this cover essay occur somewhat regularly, and for the benefit of readers this
section aims to describe the sense in which some of these terms are used.
In the environmental management field a plethora of terms with the prefix ‘life cycle’ are
used, such as ‘life cycle thinking’, ‘life cycle approaches’, ‘life cycle management’ and ‘life
cycle assessment’ (see for example UNEP & SETAC, 2017). In this cover essay, the term life
cycle assessment (LCA) is widely used and refers to the procedure of life cycle-based
assessment of environmental impacts described by international standards ISO14040 and
ISO14044 (ISO, 2006b, 2006c). The term ‘life cycle approach’ is also widely used and refers
more generally to any approach, management strategy, procedure or assessment used in
research or practice that aims to take into account environmental impacts due to products,
services and activities beyond simply those for which one specific stakeholder is responsible,
and beyond one specific stage in the lifetime of a product or service. An ‘LCA’ (according to
the usage described above) is therefore an example of a life cycle approach. Applying a life
cycle approach does not necessarily imply performing an LCA, but a life cycle approach may
make considerable use of LCA-based procedures and data.
The cover essay also uses widely the terms ‘building sector’ and ‘real estate sector’. The
reason for using both of these terms is to reflect two slightly differing perspectives on the
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built environment encompassed in this thesis. The term ‘building sector’ is used to refer to the
sector that is principally concerned with providing, managing and maintaining and operating
buildings from a physical perspective. Principal stakeholders in the building sector so
described are thus architects, engineers, contractors, property owners, developers, facilities
managers and occupiers. The term ‘real estate sector’ is used meanwhile to refer to the sector
principally concerned with providing, managing, maintaining and operating real estate from
an economic perspective, in which buildings constitute a primary economic asset. By
focussing on buildings, the thesis is thus concerned with a subset of the real estate sector
albeit a significant one. Principal stakeholders in the real estate sector are therefore building
owners, developers, tenants, investors (e.g. banks, pension companies, insurance companies)
and financial services organizations. Each term so described does highlight features related to
the built environment that are raised in this thesis that the other does not to the same extent,
and therefore both are used.
The term ‘embodied’ as used in this thesis is used to describe environmental impacts (e.g.
GWP or primary energy, PE) arising due to modules and stages in a building’s lifetime other
than the operational energy use. Unless otherwise indicated or clear from the context, in this
thesis ‘embodied’ specifically describes the environmental impacts due to the product stage
(A1 – 3 according to Table 3) for building materials required for renovation or in new build.
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2 Background
This Chapter introduces the major themes relevant to addressing the thesis’ research
questions. Section 2.1 presents background information about the design process and strategic
environmental management decision contexts that are related to research question 1 and
research question 2 respectively. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 present the current state of knowledge
and practice concerning EC tools and life cycle approaches as applied to buildings. Section
2.4 orients the reader in the application of life cycle approaches in a new construction design
process decision context that is the focus of the case studied in paper 1. Section 2.5 then
discusses life cycle approaches and EC tools as decision support for design processes for
significantly reduced operational energy use, therefore providing background for the cases
considered specifically in papers 2 and 3 respectively. Finally Section 2.6 discusses the
current state of knowledge and practice concerning EC tool application in a strategic
environmental management decision context that is considered in papers 4 and 5.
2.1 Decision contexts in the thesis
This thesis addresses stakeholders’ decision processes in two separate but related contexts.
Firstly, the strategic environmental management context, and secondly the design process
decision context in specific building projects. Each is addressed more fully in the paragraphs
below.
Treatment of the strategic environmental management context in this thesis starts with a
tradition in management theory pre-dating modern ideas of environmental management that
argues that even strictly profit-maximizing organizations need to address aspects other than
simply direct income and expenditure in order to deliver optimal economic performance over
time. The resource-based theory of strategic management follows this tradition and can be
traced back to Edith Penrose in the 1950s (Penrose, 2009), resurfacing more latterly with
Wernerfelt (1984). Strategic management according to this view should focus on acquiring
‘resources’ with the aim of maintaining the organization’s competitive advantage. For
Wernerfelt (1984) an organization in control of the appropriate ‘resources’ can effectively
establish a barrier between themselves and their competitors. ’Resources’ as considered here
may include customer loyalty, brand value, employee expertise, supply-chain contacts and
technological advances. The resource-based theory has theoretical similarities with the
Balanced Scorecard (BSc) approach for goal-setting and performance measurement in
organizations, proposed by Kaplan and Norton (1992). A key guiding principle for BSc is that
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assessment and goals according to financial metrics alone are not sufficient to ensure expected
financial performance consistently over time. The BSc presents four different perspectives for
goal-setting and performance evaluation. These are commonly the financial perspective the
external stakeholder perspective, the internal perspective and the learning and growth
perspective (ibid.).
The strategic environmental management decision context as considered here refers to an
organization’s management processes that are intended to mitigate its environmental impacts,
i.e. environmental management. By now, environmental management practices are very well
established amongst organizations (for many examples see Epstein & Rejc, 2014) and for
over a decade have been codified in an ISO standard (ISO, 2015). Reference texts are quick to
point out that a key feature of successful environmental management is the integration of the
adopted environmental management processes into the organizations overall decision
structure (Ammenberg, 2004; Epstein & Rejc, 2014). Earlier research has proposed methods
for achieving integration based on BSc and resource-based theory. For example, from a
resource-based perspective Hart (1995) argues that lower costs represent a competitive
advantage arising from the key resource of continuous improvement. This key resource can in
turn be developed in a way that improves environmental performance by strategies aiming at
minimizing emissions, effluents and waste. Central to Russo’s and Fouts’s (1997) argument
from a resource-based perspective is that organizations with environmental strategies that go
beyond legal compliance develop new internal processes which in turn contribute to
integrating an organization’s functional units and increasing individual employees’ skills,
participation and learning at all levels. These they continue, are key ‘resources’ by which an
organization may obtain competitive advantage. Meanwhile in their empirical survey LópezGamero, Molina-Azorín, and Claver-Cortés (2009) found that corporate initiatives for
environmental protection did correlate with improved financial performance through
development of an organization’s resources as described by Russo and Fouts (1997).
Sambasivan, Bah, and Ho (2013) also found from a resource-based perspective that
‘environmental proactivity’ positively impacts important firm resources such as
organizational learning, environmental performance, stakeholder satisfaction and thereby
financial performance. Other authors have considered the question of integrated
environmental management from the BSc perspective (Chai, 2009; Figge, Hahn, Schaltegger,
& Wagner, 2002; Hsu & Liu, 2010). Epstein and Rejc (2014) point out for example that there
are many operational areas related to environmental performance that could fit under the
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umbrella of the BSc dimensions, mentioning for example the good public relations associated
with sustainability awards or the reduction of community complaints (from the external
stakeholder dimension) or the reduction of waste production (from the internal stakeholder
dimension). Therefore the astute integration of environmental criteria in organizations’ goalsetting, performance measurement, and processes has been shown to make it possible to align
initiatives aimed at improving environmental performance with the achievement of
organizations’ overall objectives (in particular financial). Investigation of the application of
EC tools in order to do so in the building and real estate sectors is central to answering
research question 2 in this thesis.
The second significant decision context considered in the thesis is in the processes of a
building project, new build or renovation, from the earliest expression of interest from an
owner or developer through successful commissioning at project completion. This is what is
termed the design process decision context in the thesis. Reflecting the need to establish some
kind of control or structure in the decision process noted in the decision-technical literature
(Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret, 1976), many countries have established guides that
codify the sequence and relations between decisions and actions throughout the building
process, for example the Finnish ARK12 (as referenced by Häkkinen, Kuittinen, Ruuska, &
Jung, 2015). Table 1 shows the Royal Institute of British Architects’ (RIBA) most recent
’Plan of Work’ (RIBA, 2013). It is established in a UK context, though intended also for
application internationally. Table 1 shows in the right-hand column that the latest edition has
been amended to explicitly identify outputs from each of the Stages that have a significant
effect on the environmental performance of the completed project.
One way of interpreting the Plan of Work is as a temporally-ordered sequence of decisions,
where the alternatives selected and expressed at the outcome of a given Stage as shown in
Table 1 establish the preconditions and functional requirements for the next stage. This
interpretation implies that the number of available alternatives (or more qualitatively the
‘decision space’) is greatest at the Stage 0 and narrows successively with each completed
Stage. Therefore the potential for affecting the outcome in all respects, amongst others from
the perspective of environmental performance also follows this pattern (Bragança, Vieira, &
Andrade, 2014; Malmqvist, Glaumann, Scarpellini, et al., 2011). A further implication is that
it is important to include environmental aspirations, targets, goals or criteria in some way
already in Stage 0 and Stage 1 (as also noted by AlWaer & Clements-Croome, 2010; Bunz,
Henze, & Tiller, 2006). The principal purpose of Stage 0 (strategic definition) can be summed
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up as establishing a clear communication of client needs to the service-providing architect. In
practical terms this requires translating client requirements that may be expressed in economic
or purely functional terms into a case outlining the motive for a building project. A client with
environmental management processes integrated into its overall management processes will
be able to include environmental targets (which come under the umbrella of ‘sustainability
needs’ mentioned in the Plan of Work) amongst other economic or functional requirements.
This is therefore a clear connection between the strategic environmental management decision
context and this one. This connection is important, since as Beheiry, Chong, and Haas (2006)
find, commitment from a developer is an important success factor for sustainable
construction.
The many decision processes implicit in building development also involve many different
stakeholders, often coming in at different stages of the process (Häkkinen et al., 2015).
Hoffman and Henn (2008) note that stakeholders traditionally interact linearly, where ‘the
owner hires the architect to produce a design, which is handed to the engineer, sent out for
bid, and built by the contractor according to the drawings’ (p. 400). They call this process
‘over the transom’ (p. 400) and note that it does not promote the construction of buildings
with high environmental performance. It has also been shown that these stakeholders may
have different interpretations of the meanings of terms such as ‘sustainability’ or ‘high
environmental performance’ for buildings (Häkkinen & Belloni, 2011; Stenberg, 2006).
Hoffman and Henn (2008) also note that the temporary nature of construction projects and
design team organizations may contribute to power struggles between different members,
leading to suboptimal decisions from the perspective of environmental performance.
A further consequence of sequence of the Plan of Work shown in Table 1 is what may be
termed coordination problems. A succession of papers have pointed out that environmental
assessment is carried out late in the development process, whereas design decisions that are
key for sustainability performance-related issues have already been determined in the early
design stages, e.g. Stages 2 and 3 according to Table 1 (Crawley & Aho, 1999; Ding, 2008;
Schlueter & Thesseling, 2009; Soebarto & Williamson, 2001).
Therefore there is a need for tools that can quickly and efficiently evaluate the consequences
of decisions as and when they are made. These tools should also be suited to the expertise of
the stakeholders making the decisions. The need for assessment at an early stage is certainly
recognized in the new version of the RIBA Plan of Work (summarized in Table 1),
12

identifying as it does ‘initial assessment of operational energy use’ and ‘formal sustainability
pre-assessment tasks’.

Häkkinen and Belloni (2011) also point to the necessity of

engagement from multiple stakeholders at an early stage in order to achieve the potential for
improving a project’s sustainability performance. The need for approaches that identify
important issues from an environmental perspective and provide appropriate evaluative
criteria to support decisions given the specific preconditions occurring particularly during
Stage 2 and Stage 3 is one of the issues addressed in answering the first research question in
this thesis.
Table 1: Summary of key outputs and tasks for each stage of the RIBA Plan of Works (RIBA, 2013).
Information Exchanges at Key Outputs and Tasks
Stage Completion
Stage 0: Strategic - Strategic Brief
- Review of client’s sustainability needs
definition
Stage
1: - Initial Project Brief
- Establish sustainability targets
Preparation
and
- Establish building lifespan and future climate parameters
Brief
Stage 2: Concept - Concept Design,
- Outline of Project strategies for sustainability, acoustics, fire engineering,
Design
- (Initial) Cost Information
maintenance and operation, building control and technology
- Final Project Brief
- Identify key areas of design focus for sustainability
- Initial assessment of operational energy use (according to UK Building
Regulations Part L)
- Check environmental impact of key materials and the initial construction
strategy (review of supply chains for building materials and choice of
frame)
- Description of IEQ and control strategies
- Consider resilience to future changes in climate
- Formal sustainability pre-assessment tasks
Stage 3:
- Developed Design
- Formal sustainability assessment
Developed Design - (Updated)
Cost - Interim assessment of operational energy use (according to UK Building
Information
Regulations Part L) and design stage carbon/energy declaration
- Design review for opportunities for resource use and waste reduction
Stage 4:
- Technical Design
- Complete formal design stage sustainability assessment
Technical Design
- Submit assessment of operational energy use (according to UK Building
Regulations Part L) and update design stage carbon/energy declaration
- Audit details for air tightness and continuity of insulation
- Preparation of a non-technical user guide
Stage 5:
- ‘As
constructed’ - Coordinate sustainability procedures with the contractor, and procedures
Construction
Information
for handover and commissioning
- Certification of design stage sustainability assessment, and make ‘as
constructed’ information available for post-construction sustainability
assessment
Stage 6:
- Updated ‘As constructed’ - Assist in collation of information for final sustainability certification
Handover
and information
Close Out
Step 7: In use
- Updated ‘As constructed’ - information update in response to ongoing client feedback, and
information
maintenance and operational developments
- Observation of building operation in use, fine tuning, guidance for
occupiers
- Energy/carbon performance declaration
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2.2

Environmental certification tools for buildings

It is generally noted that the first tool for environmental certification (EC) of buildings was
the British ‘Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method’
(BREEAM; BRE, 2015) which was first applied in the early 1990s. The tool was developed
against the backdrop of society’s increasing awareness of its low environmental performance
in general and of the connection between major industrial activities and environmental
impacts. Another motive for the development and application of tools was the desire to apply
performance assessment methods in general in the building and construction industry (Cole,
2005). A key parallel intention according to the same author was to provide a recognizable
structure for industry decision makers for consideration of the complex question of
environmental aspects of buildings. Many tools have been developed since then, and a certain
amount of research has been dedicated to comparing and contrasting various constellations of
tools (Ding, 2008; Forsberg & von Malmborg, 2004; Haapio & Viitaniemi, 2008; Kajikawa,
Inoue, & Goh, 2011; Reed, Wilkinson, Bilos, & Schulte, 2011; Todd, Crawley, Geissler, &
Lindsey, 2001; Wallhagen, Glaumann, Eriksson, & Westerberg, 2013).
The next section will elaborate the specific nature of the three tools that are most used in
Sweden at the time of writing (and are also taken up to the greatest extent in this thesis).
Subsequently, general issues about tools and their application arising in existing research will
be discussed.
2.2.1 EC tools in this thesis: LEED, BREEAM and Miljöbyggnad
Table 2 summarizes the three EC tools that are most widely applied in Sweden at this time. In
terms of structure, LEED and BREEAM are quite similar (Wallhagen et al., 2013), and even
today are quite similar to the characteristics of EC tools existing ten years ago as outlined by
Cole (2005). As Table 2 shows, both LEED and BREEAM aim to cover a building’s
environmental aspects in a broad sense. Table 2 also shows that they cover roughly the same
areas, though the terminology differs somewhat. Both tools assess buildings based on a
relatively large number of indicators (about 60 in the case of LEED and about 70 in the case
of BREEAM, depending on the different versions of the tools used). Connected to each
indicator are a certain number of points (there are approximately 100 available points in
LEED and approximately 130 available in BREEAM again depending on the different
variations of the tools used). To derive a total score on the building level, the systems differ
slightly. BREEAM includes explicit weighting factors for each of the ten areas. The
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weighting factors express each area’s contribution to the total score (with a normalization
condition that the sum of the weighting factors adds to unity). The total score for the building
is achieved by summing the weighted scores for each area. Final rating in BREEAM is
assigned based on the building’s total score (from ‘pass’, for total score ≥30 %, through
‘good’, ‘very good’, ‘excellent’ up to ‘outstanding’, for total score ≥85 %). Meanwhile in
LEED, the points awarded for each indicator are simply summed. There is thus no explicit
weighting step in LEED. However, the summation procedure for aggregation combined with
the point distribution amongst the various indicators imposes weighting, albeit implicitly.
Final rating in LEED is assigned based on the total number of points achieved (from
‘certified’ for 40 to 49 points, through silver, gold and up to platinum, for over 80 points).
Both tools include a number of prerequisites, or mandatory points that are necessary for
certification irrespective of level. Otherwise, the systems do not specify in which areas points
need to be achieved to reach a particular certification level.
Table 2: Overview of environmental rating tools LEED (USGBC, 2016d), BREEAM (SGBC, 2016a) and
Miljöbyggnad (SGBC, 2014).
Rating
Number
of Areas assessed
Aggregation
Weighting
tool
indicators
principle
(depends slightly
on version)
LEED
Approx. 60
- Location and transportation
Addition with Implicit weighting
some minimum based on the points
- Sustainable sites
requirements
accorded each area
- Water efficiency
- Energy and atmosphere
- Materials and resources
- IEQ
- Innovation
- Regional priority
BREEAM
Approx. 80
- Management
Addition with Yes
some minimum
- Health and well-being
(called ‘issues’ in - Energy
requirements
BREEAM)
- Transport
- Water
- Materials
- Waste
- Land use and ecology
- Pollution
- Innovation
Miljö16
- Energy
Outranking
No
byggnad
- Indoor environmental quality
- Hazardous materials

Miljöbyggnad is a tool that started as an interdisciplinary research initiative (with academics
in architecture, chemical engineering, building and services engineering, and environmental
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sciences and ecology) involving industry partners (certain banks, building owners and
construction and insurance companies, Malmqvist, Glaumann, Svenfelt, et al., 2011). The
initiative began in the early 2000s and the final tool was proposed in 2008 (ibid.). As shown
in Table 2, Miljöbyggnad is a relatively simplified tool. It focusses on three areas for
assessment: Energy, indoor environmental quality and hazardous materials. The choice of
these indicators depended on a number of factors. Firstly, they were judged to be the areas
most relevant for the building itself and for the decision alternatives generally available to
property owners developing a certain site. During tool design, it was intended that
Miljöbyggnad be used to assess existing buildings, and the areas chosen were also judged to
be most relevant for this purpose. Miljöbyggnad comprises only 16 indicators in total,
markedly less than either LEED or BREEAM, though all are obligatory. Further features that
were stressed in the development of the tool are that as far as feasible, indicators are
established that highlight the actual performance of the building rather than design intentions
or features. Indicators are also as far as possible chosen to relate to (but be better than)
requirements in Swedish building regulations and EQOs in each respective area. For example
in the area of energy demand, requirements in Miljöbyggnad are set as fractions of the
requirements according to the relevant Swedish building code (Boverket, 2016). Meanwhile
IEQ performance and the requirements on absence of hazardous materials correspond to areas
identified in the Swedish EQOs ‘a good built environment’ and ‘a non-toxic environment’
respectively. Performance levels established in the relevant indicators also reflect the Swedish
climate (northern European, cold and wet). In Miljöbyggnad, performance according to each
indicator is assigned a rating (from ‘unclassified’ – the worst, through ‘bronze’, ‘silver’ and
up to ‘gold’, the best). Aggregation is then performed in three successive steps from indicator
level up to the whole building level, using an ‘outranking’ principle. This aggregation strategy
implies that the building’s overall rating is determined by its performance in the indicator
where it performs the worst. Simply put this principle ensures that buildings that have poor
performance in some particular area cannot achieve high ratings from Miljöbyggnad. A more
detailed description of aggregation in Miljöbyggnad can be found in Malmqvist, Glaumann,
Svenfelt, et al. (2011) and SGBC (2014). At the time of writing SGBC are developing a new
version of Miljöbyggnad called Miljöbyggnad 3.0 (SGBC, 2017).
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2.2.2 The role of EC tools as decision support
Cole (1999) observed three distinct purposes for EC tools that are relevant for the decision
contexts considered in this thesis (see Section 2.1). Firstly, tools are a means of identifying
and accurately assessing a building’s environmental impact. Secondly according to Cole
(1999) EC tools are a means of establishing targets and specifications for buildings in a
structured way and thus support decision makers (referring principally to architects and
engineers but also contractors) in building design processes (also noted by Crawley & Aho,
1999). Finally, EC tools are a way of communicating a building’s environmental
enhancements in order to stimulate interest from relevant stakeholders in buildings aiming at
high environmental performance and thus transform the market.
On the point of environmental assessment, Cole (2005) noted that the then-existing tools
(including LEED and BREEAM) based assessment on ‘design intentions and potential as
determined through prediction’ (p. 457). This continues to be the case today for the latest
versions of LEED and BREEAM. For example in the important area of operational energy
use, points are awarded in LEED and BREEAM according to simulated energy performance
based on design documents. Hoffman and Henn (2008) note that developers would like to be
able to certify buildings as soon as possible in the process in order to use the certification for
marketing to potential tenants (notably long before the building is complete). Certification
based on design intentions and predicted potentials is helpful for this, but less useful in
ensuring high performance. This is important since previous research has further shown that
there can be significant discrepancies between a building’s simulated energy demand and its
actual energy demand (Tuohy & Murphy, 2015; Turner & Frankel, 2008; WGBC, 2013).
Miljöbyggnad contrasts with other tools in assessing energy demand by basing assessment on
actual performance after two full years of operation. Certification based on measured
performance is clearly reasonable from an environmental perspective of sustainability since it
is the most direct way of connecting certification to environmental impacts. It is ultimately
more challenging for project teams because it requires them to focus on goals for the entire
duration of the project. On the other hand, actual performance is also affected by occupant
behaviour, which at best can only be indirectly influenced by project teams. LEED and
BREEAM also have a tendency to award points based on specific features, for example
designating the installation of low-flow fittings or bicycle racks in LEED as noted by
Wallhagen and Glaumann (2011b).
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The standard against which buildings are judged when determining the number of points they
may receive for particular indicators is also a significant issue for EC tools. LEED, BREEAM
and Miljöbyggnad in their current forms aim to assess performance improvement relative to
the performance of typical buildings or code (‘improvement on typical’) rather than the
distance left to an independently established performance target (‘distance left to target’), in
particular in areas related to a building’s environmental impact, e.g. energy or water demand.
The two approaches reflect fundamentally different interpretations of the concept of
sustainability and thus how decisions are made with respect to environmental performance
when applying the tools. Targets in the ‘distance left to target’ approach may refer to the
notion of global carrying capacity (as suggested by Cooper, 1999) or the latter notion of the
planetary boundaries (Rockstrom et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). Targets of this type may
be called ‘distance to sustainable’ (Cole, 2005, p. 461). The ‘distance to sustainable’ approach
also marks itself out as being based on the notion of ‘strong’ sustainability, where natural
capital is not substitutable by other forms of capital (i.e. real, human and social capital, see for
example Gulliksson & Holmgren, 2015; Wangel, Wallhagen, Malmqvist, & Finnveden,
2016). In comparison, the ‘improvement on typical’ principle largely ignores the relevance of
the environmental impacts of a specific building in the context of the aggregate environmental
loadings accruing from society at large. ‘Improvement on typical’ targets therefore belong to
‘weak’ sustainability where the values of different forms of capital are largely interchangeable
with one another. An alternative to the ‘improvement on typical’ school of performance
assessment comes from the EC tool Living Building Challenge (Living Future Institute,
2016). For example it requires that 100 % of the building’s operational energy use be
produced onsite, and that only brownfield or greyfield sites be used (ibid.). So far it has been
applied in about 300 buildings worldwide, with a focus on the West coast of Canada and the
United States. At the time of writing no buildings in Sweden have been certified according to
the Living Building Challenge.
In order to fully understand the development of environmental assessment methodologies for
EC tools, they need to be placed in the context of the other two overarching features that Cole
(1999) identifies. Considering the second such feature, support for decision makers in
building design processes, Schweber (2013) finds that developers appreciate the role of
BREEAM in communicating a shared understanding amongst design professionals of what it
means to work with environmental aspects in buildings. According to the same study, design
professionals also appreciated the fact that applying BREEAM gave them exposure to topics
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that were outside their area of responsibility, though it was observed by many that these other
credits seemed counter-intuitive. In any case, these experiences suggest that EC tools can
contribute to overcoming the barrier noted by Häkkinen and Belloni (2011) that
environmental objectives are subject to different interpretations amongst the different
professionals in design processes.
Crawley and Aho (1999) go on to argue that to function better as design guidelines, EC tools
should be more specific, answering questions such as ‘what are the impacts of a technical
solution on a performance indicator?’ and ‘how to design and dimension a system to reach a
given performance level?’ Meanwhile Kovacic and Müller (2014) note that EC tools
(including LEED, BREEAM and the German tool DGNB) provide design support by
assigning credits related to achieving an integrated design process through the participation of
a broad range of stakeholders at an early stage in a building development project. LEED and
BREEAM also assign credits for the appropriate processes during building hand-over (BRE,
2015; USGBC, 2016d). Assigning credits for this is one way of addressing the noted gap
between designed energy performance and actual energy performance (Tuohy & Murphy,
2015; Turner & Frankel, 2008). It is unclear however if such credits sufficiently fulfil the role
of design support in this crucial area. It may also be necessary to employ a process tool such
as ‘Soft Landings’ aimed at achieving good operational performance through the structured
participation of project team members (Bordass & Leaman, 2005a, 2005b; Way & Bordass,
2005) starting from Stage 1 all the way though Stage 7 according to the RIBA Plan of Work
(see Table 1).
Schweber and Haroglu (2014) accept the relationship between the use of EC tools and the
degree of integration between stakeholders in the development process. However they note
that previous studies (citing Conte & Monno, 2012; Kaatz, Root, & Bowen, 2005) only argue
for the possibility of EC tools supporting stakeholder engagement and do not demonstrate
instances of this kind of support taking place in practice. Furthermore, in their empirical
studies Schweber and Haroglu (2014) find that for BREEAM to provide support in design
process decisions, the active engagement in and knowledge of sustainability-related issues by
the developer, project manager and design professionals is required. Without this in some
measure, the EC tool becomes simply a bolt-on assessment performed with little significant
influence on the design process (Schweber & Haroglu, 2014). Ding (2008) also observed that
whilst the most significant decisions affecting the environmental performance of a completed
building are made during the early stages of a building project, tools that she discussed tended
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to perform assessment in the latter stages. Mollaoglu-Korkmaz, Swarup, and Riley (2013)
also found that the active engagement of design process decision makers with the goals of a
project was a key factor influencing the possibility of achieving high level of certification
according to LEED, and not the other way round, i.e. the ambition to achieve a high level of
certification according to LEED leading to high degree of team engagement. Thus the use of
an EC tool in and of itself does not of necessity facilitate the design process in a way that
encourages buildings with high environmental performance. A related phenomenon was
identified by Cole (2005) where the EC tool’s effect on design process decisions is reduced to
one of ‘points chasing’ whereby designers simply seek out the easiest criteria necessary to
achieve a certain level of certification according to a certain tool, with scant consideration of
the overall potential to achieve a high environmental performance in light of project-specific
considerations. On the other hand, Schweber (2013) found that engineers involved in the
design process for projects aiming at BREEAM certification will refer to the intention to
certify in order to defend design decisions against contractors who would otherwise be
tempted to remove sustainability-related features (amongst others) in order to cut costs.
In any case, EC tools seem to have been adopted in the role of support for design processes.
This is highlighted by the fact that the new edition of the RIBA’s Plan of Work, shown in
Table 1 makes explicit reference to how EC tools (referred to as 'sustainability assessment' in
the Table to reflect the terminology of the original document, RIBA, 2013) should be applied
in a development from Stage 2 through Stage 6.
The third intention for EC tools as described by Cole (1999) that can be called ‘market
transformation’ makes them interesting for the strategic environmental management decision
context considered in this thesis. In the same way that EC tools provide a shared
understanding of what it means to work with ‘sustainability’ and ‘high environmental
performance’ in building development processes (Schweber, 2013), they may also provide
shared understanding between market actors, such as those implicated in the vicious circle of
blame (see Hartenberger & Lorenz, 2008 and Section 1.2). Cole (2005) argues further that by
branding a building as a ‘LEED building’ or a ‘Miljöbyggnad building’, the environmental
enhancements required for certification can be quickly and simply communicated between
market stakeholders. If sufficient demand for environmentally enhanced buildings can be
elicited from potential tenants and buyers, EC becomes a resource through which property
owners and developers can establish competitive advantage (according to Barney’s
explanation of the resource-based theory of the firm, Barney, 1991). The potential to create
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competitive advantage through improved environmental performance has also been noted for
the real estate sector by Hoffman and Henn (2008). An optimistic corollary of this kind of
argument is then that the search for competitive advantage through EC drives stakeholders in
the direction of improved environmental performance, in the long run leading to the necessary
reductions in environmental pressures from the sector as a whole. On the other hand,
communication simply according to the fact that a building is certified potentially conceals
the specific environmental enhancements that have been carried out, and indeed even conceals
whether a given building’s actual environmental performance is any better than a noncertified building (Goulden, Erell, Garb, & Pearlmutter, 2015). Indeed, with the current
proliferation of EC tools, a tool may become successful specifically on the basis of it being
useful for marketing purposes (ibid.), instead of it promoting the highest or even just a higher
environmental performance.
As much as potential for improved environmental performance through EC and competitive
advantage may exist, researchers as early as Cole (2005) noted a tension between EC’s role
for market transformation and for its role in assessing a building’s environmental
performance. From the perspective of environmental assessment, the tool make-up must
reflect areas of significant environmental impacts, and establish performance criteria that
make a real difference in these areas. On the other hand, from the perspective of the market,
the tools actually need to be taken up by market actors and therefore need to be attractive,
simple, easy-to-use and offer ‘a positive, obvious benefit to show for any effort that they have
placed on environmental performance’ (Cole, 2005). More recent research has even suggested
that EC may in a certain way hold back environmental improvements in the sector. Schweber
(2013) argues specifically for BREEAM (but potentially applicable to similar EC tools in
general) that the entire structure of the tool (including indicator selection, standardization
across projects, rules for awarding credit and aggregation to a single score) is determined by
the intention to distinguish EC buildings in the eyes of real estate market stakeholders. Thus,
established tools such as BREEAM, Schweber (2013) says serve to lock-in the current
market-led regime and simultaneously resist the paradigm shift noted by others as necessary
to achieve true sustainability in the building and real estate sectors (Du Plessis & Cole, 2011).
Indeed, one potential motive for EC amongst market actors may specifically be to take control
of the market development of environmental enhancement in the building and real estate
sectors with a view to allaying demands for potentially stricter requirements established by
democratically accountable authorities.
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2.3 Life cycle assessment and the life cycle approach
The second approach considered according to the overall aim of this thesis (see Section 1.3) is
a life cycle approach, that is strongly related to LCA according to international standards
(ISO, 2006b, 2006c). The basic aim of an LCA is to evaluate the environmental impacts of a
product or service over its whole lifetime, from the cradle to the grave. This lifetime
encompasses all processes necessary for the production and provision of the identified
product or service including raw material extraction, manufacturing processes, transportation,
maintenance as well as waste treatment and other necessary processes at the end of life.
Natural resource extraction and emissions to land, water and air for the necessary processes
are quantified with respect to the product or service studied. Finally the potential impacts on
the environment are calculated based on the noted mass flows of natural resources and
emissions (see for example Bauman & Tillman, 2004; Finnveden et al., 2009). The oft-stated
‘cradle to grave’ metaphor may impart to the uninitiated a perception of practically intuitive
understanding of the overall aim of LCA. However this understanding is illusory since any
longer enquiry into LCA procedures reveals a complex web of methodological considerations
that can have a significant effect on the quantitative results of a particular LCA. These
considerations are still the subject of healthy debate and may not be resolvable by natural
scientific means. Finnveden et al. (2009) discuss these issues at some length and Bauman and
Tillman (2004) point out that the term ‘life cycle assessment’ was chosen instead of ‘life cycle
analysis’ specifically because the former highlights the fact that the methodology involves
subjective elements better than the latter (though LCA can also be seen to encompass many
largely objective elements also).
2.3.1 Development of standards for life cycle assessment
The first life cycle-based environmental assessments were carried out in the 1960s in the USA
(Curran, 2006; Hunt & Franklin, 1996). Activity continued on a limited basis throughout the
1970s and ‘80s, mainly focussed on the food packaging industry (Bauman & Tillman, 2004).
The method finally became widespread starting in the early 1990s (Bauman & Tillman, 2004;
Finnveden et al., 2009). The initial expansion of the methodology amongst other things
demonstrated the potential for achieving divergent results by choosing differing
methodologies, a realization which was the initial impetus for LCA standardization according
to ISO (ISO, 2006b, 2006c) that define a basic framework for how LCA is practiced still
today.
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ISO 14040 and 14044 represent significant progress and provide an important codification of
LCA procedures. Finnveden et al. (2009) nevertheless pointed out that LCA as a methodology
was still under development. In the years since, further work aimed at standardization and
consensus building has been carried out, for example under the aegis of the European
Commission in the form of the International Life cycle reference Data system (ILCD) (Wolf,
Pant, Chomkhamsri, Sala, & Pennington, 2012) and the Product Environmental Footprint
(European Commission, 2016).
Meanwhile in parallel with ISO 14040 and 14044, ISO 14025 established rules for developing
Type III environmental declaration programmes and Type III environmental declarations, also
known as Environmental Product Declarations (EPD, ISO, 2006a). The aim of an EPD is to
present quantified environmental information about a product from a life cycle perspective
with the purpose of communicating business-to-business but also business-to-consumer.
According to ISO 14025 the development of EPDs is overseen by third-party programmes, of
which there are examples in Europe (EPD International AB, 2016; Institut Bauen und Umwelt
e.V., 2016; The Norwegian EPD Foundation, 2016) and the United States (ASTM, 2016). In
collaboration with industry partners these programmes (independently of each other) develop
product category rules (PCR) which specify requirements for calculating and presenting
environmental data in an EPD for a particular product type. Since 2012, a European standard,
EN 15804 further provides ‘core rules’ for the development of PCRs and EPDs for
construction products (CEN, 2012). Amongst the EPD programmes referenced above,
construction products are one of the product groups for which the most EPDs have been
produced. A further important LCA-standard development is EN 15978:2011 (CEN, 2011)
that provides rules for how an LCA for a building shall be performed. Amongst other things,
the standard codifies life cycle stages for a building, shown in Table 3. Häkkinen et al. (2015)
note the utility of EPDs to support design processes for buildings with low embodied GWP.
EPDs can also be used to achieve credit according to certain international EC tools for
buildings (BRE, 2011; USGBC, 2016a). The use of EPDs has also been suggested as a criteria
to achieve higher certification levels according to the new LCA-related indicator in the
revised version of Miljöbyggnad that is currently going through a consultation process
(SGBC, 2017).
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Table 3: Life cycle stages for a building according to EN 15979:2011 (CEN, 2011).

Building Assessment Information
Supplementary
information beyond
building life cycle

Building Life Cycle Information
A 1-3

A 4-5

B 1-7

C 1-4

D

Product

Construction

Use

End of life

Benefits/
Loads
beyond the system
boundary

A4

B1

B3

B4

B5

C1

C2

C3

C4

Refurbishment

De-construction

Demolition

Waste processing

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

B6

Operational energy use

Disposal

Replacement

Maintenance

Repair

S

B2

ReuseRecoveryRecycling- potential

Use

Transport
S

A5

Construction - Installation process

A3

Manufacturing

A2

Transport

Raw Material Supply

A1

S

S = Scenario
B7

Operational water use

S = Scenario

2.3.2 Environmental impacts of buildings according to life cycle approaches
Alongside the general development, diffusion and standardization of the LCA methodology,
the past 20 years or so has seen steadily growing body of academic literature studying the
environmental impacts of buildings using LCA as shown in two recent reviews (Buyle et al.,
2013; Cabeza et al., 2014). These reviews demonstrate that LCA has been applied to answer a
wide variety of questions about buildings’ environmental impacts. Certain such questions are
particularly significant in the background of the research carried out in this thesis.
The introduction to paper 2 in this thesis reviewed selected cases from twelve then recent
building level assessments applying a life cycle approach to assess environmental impacts in
terms of global warming potential (GWP) and primary energy (PE). This review demonstrates
some interesting similarities and differences in the environmental impacts of buildings.
Firstly, impacts due the construction stage (i.e. A 4-5 according to Table 3) constitutes not
more than a few percent of the total lifetime impact (Blengini & Di Carlo, 2010; CuellarFranca & Azapagic, 2012; Dodoo, Gustavsson, & Sathre, 2010, 2011). According to
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Monahan and Powell’s (2011) study of the construction and product stages only (A1 – 5
according to Table 3), the contribution of the construction stage (A 4-5 according to Table 3)
is still around 5 %, with the remainder being due to the product stage (i.e. A 1-3 according to
Table 3). Thus it is ultimately the product stage and operational energy use together (i.e. A 13 and B6 according to Table 3) that dominate both lifetime GWP and PE. The data further
show that the balance between A1-3 and B6 varies significantly between the studies and
between the GWP and PE impact categories. In terms of PE, the operational energy use, B6
accounts for between 98 % (Dodoo et al., 2011) and 39 % (Blengini & Di Carlo, 2010) of the
total lifetime impact. In terms of PE again, the product stage (A1-3) accounts for between 2 %
(Dodoo et al., 2011) and 56 % (Blengini & Di Carlo, 2010) of the total lifetime impact.
Meanwhile in terms of GWP, operational energy use (B6) accounts for between 89 %
(Cuellar-Franca & Azapagic, 2012) and 26 % (Wallhagen et al., 2011) of the total lifetime
impact. The overwhelming majority of the balance of the lifetime GWP from the last two
studies arises from the product stage (A1-3). The review in paper 2 also shows studies finding
a quantitatively negative environmental impact from the stages after the use stage end-of-life
(Blengini & Di Carlo, 2010; Dodoo et al., 2010, 2011). In the terminology of the life-cycle
stages shown in Table 3, these results combine the end-of-life stage (C1-4) with stage D
benefits and loads arising from recycling, reuse and recovery, that EN 15978:2011 (CEN,
2011) explicitly argues is outside of the system boundary for a building (as mentioned in
Table 3).
In an older review Sartori and Hestnes (2007) considered about fifteen life cycle based studies
of buildings using various energy-related impact categories (mostly PE and occasionally enduse energy). Eight of these studies considered the impact from construction and end-of-life
stages (A4-5 and C1-4). All of these studies found the impact from these stages never
constituted much more than 1 % the building’s total lifetime energy demand. This also seems
to broadly reflect the findings from the more recent papers considered in paper 2 appended
this thesis. Sartori and Hestnes (2007) also found from the perspective of the various energyrelated impacts that the impact due to the product stage (A1-3) varied between 9 and 46 % of
the total for low-energy buildings and between 2 and 38 % of the total for conventional
buildings, with the balance in all cases being operational energy use (B6).
Understanding the relative importance of the environmental impacts of the different stages of
a building’s lifetime has prompted studies investigating the potential for mitigating impacts
through the selection of building materials with low environmental impacts. Therefore studies
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have compared different construction concepts, in particular timber structural frames with
non-timber frames, mostly reinforced concrete, steel or masonry. Wallhagen et al. (2011),
Monahan and Powell (2011), Gerilla, Teknomo, and Hokao (2007) and Gong et al. (2012) all
showed that product stage GWP could be reduced by between 30 and 50 % when using timber
for all or large parts of the structural frame compared to concrete, steel or masonry
alternatives. These studies base their assessments on the assumption that product stage
impacts arise from the manufacturing and transport processes required for raw material
extraction and processing up to the factory gate. Research has also highlighted the
significance of product system boundaries when assessing construction timber from a life
cycle perspective, considering variously such phenomena as carbon sequestration in the
harvested timber, changed carbon sequestration in the harvested forest areas, displacement of
fossil fuels with sawdust waste from timber manufacturing and differing end-of-life scenarios
(Borjesson & Gustavsson, 2000; Buchanan & Levine, 1999; Upton, Miner, Spinney, & Heath,
2008). These studies still suggest that timber is a favourable to non-timber alternatives from a
GWP perspective, but also that absolute impact magnitudes are significantly affected by the
different system boundary assumptions.
Another important theme in this thesis is the renovation of existing buildings for significant
operational energy use reductions. Ramesh, Prakash, and Shukla (2010) found in their review
of building-level life cycle energy demand studies comparisons between buildings designed to
have standard operational energy use and those designed to have very low operational energy
use. Some of these cases (Sartori & Hestnes, 2007; Winther & Hestnes, 1999) showed that
alternatives with low operational energy use often had increased embodied energy compared
with alternatives with standard operational energy use. The cases also showed that the
increase in embodied energy amounted to as much as 20 % of the decrease in operational
energy use between the standard and the low operational energy use alternatives. Erlandsson
and Levin (2004), Dodoo et al. (2010), Ardente, Beccali, Cellura, and Mistretta (2011),
Famuyibo, Duffy, and Strachan (2013) and Häkkinen et al. (2012) all considered renovation
cases achieving operational energy use reductions of around 50 % compared to otherwise
similar base case buildings. The payback times required before the reduced environmental
impacts (of various kinds) due to reduced operational energy use outweighed the extra
embodied environmental impacts required to achieve the reductions varied from as much as 4
– 5 years (for Dodoo et al., 2010; Erlandsson & Levin, 2004; Häkkinen et al., 2012) to less
than a year (for a case reported by Ardente et al., 2011). A number of factors can be identified
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to account for the observed variability, notably operational energy use before renovation and
GWP due to operational energy. On this point, Erlandsson and Levin (2004) also performed
calculations assuming reductions in GWP due to bought energy according to then accepted
scenarios for future developments of the energy system. They found that this methodological
nuance could extend the payback times originally calculated so as to be as long as 27 years for
the GWP impact category.
2.4

Life cycle approaches in the design process decision context: New
construction

Results of academic life cycle studies of buildings considered earlier in this thesis show that
GWP due to the product stage (A1 -5, also called embodied GWP) can constitute a large
proportion of a building’s overall lifetime GWP. Therefore building design decisions about
building materials will have a non-negligible effect on buildings’ lifetime environmental
impacts. Mitigating buildings’ embodied impacts in the design process requires decisions to
be made with this in mind at early stages in the building development process (as discussed
more generally in Section 2.1). Häkkinen et al. (2015) for example found in their study that
the Concept Design and the Developed Design stages (according to RIBA, 2013) are those
that are the most important when considering design choices for piling, foundations, bottom
floor slabs and building frame. One way of mitigating buildings’ embodied impacts in the
design process is to use guidelines (Häkkinen et al., 2015) recommending for example that
certain materials, material types and other material-related choices are likely to lead to lower
embodied environmental impacts. Guidelines have commonly been used as the basis for
awarding material-related credits in LEED and BREEAM, which typically recognize such
measures as material reuse, whole building reuse, material recycling, manufacturer’s
standards and certification and local sourcing (BRE, 2011; USGBC, 2016b).
Another approach to mitigating embodied impacts in design process decisions is to use life
cycle-based data and life cycle approaches to assess embodied impacts during the design
process itself. It has been suggested that this approach is to be preferred to the guidelinesbased approach because it can compare alternatives quantitatively and based on measured
performance (Trusty & Horst, 2002). The latest version of LEED, version 4 (USGBC, 2016b)
contains a few non-mandatory points for performing an LCA study of the building according
to ISO standards for LCA (ISO, 2006b, 2006c) and showing impact reduction compared to a
reference building. LCA is also used in the German tool DGNB to assign about 14 % of the
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overall points available for certification (DGNB, 2014). The LCA-related credit proposed for
consultation version of Miljöbyggnad 3.0 rewards projects that assess embodied impacts due
to the product stage for major structural components, with higher ratings for using products
for which an EPD is available and for a 10 % reduction in GWP compared to a reference
(SGBC, 2017). By referencing LCA in criteria for awarding credits, EC tools promote the
practices of life cycle assessment and life cycle thinking. These applications are however
partial, and do not reflect the intention to use life cycle thinking to guide the tool make-up
overall. The target setting implicit in setting LCA-based requirements for embodied impacts
in EC tools may support design to a certain extent. However, echoing the sentiments of
Crawley and Aho (1999) in order to reach targets established in EC tools, further tools or new
approaches may be necessary to answer the question they raise ‘how to design and dimension
a system to reach a given performance level?’ (p. 303).
Using life cycle-based tools to enable the mitigation of embodied impacts is also affected by
the co-ordination problems between design decisions (that are made in early stages) and
assessment of the consequences of those decisions (that are performed at later stages) noted
more generally for decision processes in building development (Crawley & Aho, 1999; Ding,
2008; Schlueter & Thesseling, 2009; Soebarto & Williamson, 2001). Adding further
complexity, Moncaster and Symons (2013) point out that the exact specification of materials
is carried out during later stages of a development process, and even on site, whereas the
decisions affecting embodied impacts are made long before this. This raises the question as to
what sort of data should be used to perform assessments in early stages. Malmqvist,
Glaumann, Scarpellini, et al. (2011) observe that LCA has been perceived as too dataintensive, work-intensive, expensive, and requiring too much specialist expertize to be used as
a decision-making tool in development processes for buildings. The importance of mitigating
embodied impacts in buildings’ development processes has nevertheless led to research
initiatives aimed at developing tools that overcome the barriers mentioned here. The Athena
Sustainable Materials Institute has developed tools aimed at fulfilling this role and gives
examples of new build projects where embodied impact reductions have been achieved with
the help of information from applying the tools (Athena Sustainable Materials Institute,
2016b). It is also recommended for use to achieve LEED credits for whole building LCA
(Athena Sustainable Materials Institute, 2014). Having said that, there is no current
documentation of the use of Athena-developed tools outside of North America and it is
neither clear how widely they are used in North America. Recent research texts continue to
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highlight the need for further development of early stage tools to enable assessment of
embodied environmental impacts during building design processes (Basbagill, Flager,
Lepech, & Fischer, 2013; Malmqvist, Glaumann, Scarpellini, et al., 2011; Moncaster &
Symons, 2013). A feature of these tools (and of Athena-developed tools) is that they assume
certain simplifications in order to facilitate usability at early stages, for example fewer impact
categories and a focus on larger building elements (Häkkinen et al., 2015). Simplification can
be achieved for example by only including building elements most significant for embodied
impacts, or those most apt for a particular stage in the development process. LEED and
Miljöbyggnad LCA-based credits for example are awarded based on consideration of
structural elements, and does not include impacts due to mechanical and electrical equipment,
floor coverings or other finishes (Athena Sustainable Materials Institute, 2014).
The life cycle study in paper 1 was carried out using the simplified tool BECE (formerly
ENSLIC), described by Malmqvist, Glaumann, Scarpellini, et al. (2011). The tool applies
LCA according to the commonly accepted standards (ISO, 2006b, 2006c), and considers only
the product stage (A1 – 3), and operational energy use (B6) see Table 1. These stages are
chosen based on the research findings that identified them as being generally the most
significant contributors to a building’s GWP from a life cycle perspective, see Section 2.3.2.
The tool also only considers the impact category global warming potential (GWP). This
methodological choice is based on the consideration that GWP is an important impact arising
from buildings’ life cycles and that in design decision processes that it is easier to work with
fewer impact categories. Meanwhile, Häkkinen et al. (2015) presents a very comprehensive
account of how the stage-wise decisions in a buildings’ development processes affect
embodied environmental impacts. One question that is not addressed is how decision makers
in the development process interact with a tool such as BECE, considering for example what
different stakeholders may have learnt from the process or how it affects their decisions more
specifically. Such a follow-up was not performed in the work contributing to paper 1 either,
but was addressed with follow-up interviews performed with the other stakeholders involved
in the project where the work contributing to paper 1 was performed. The research in paper 1
therefore offers one approach to answering research question 1.
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2.5

Environmental certification tools and life cycle approaches in the design
process decision context: Renovation
It has been pointed out in the introduction that renovation of existing buildings is a key issue
to be addressed globally in order to achieve environmental goals required for sustainability
(see section 1.2). Therefore there is a need for tools and methods to analyze ex-ante
renovation strategies from a sustainability perspective. Information from these tools and
methods can then help building owners make informed decisions about renovation strategies
from a sustainability perspective.
Long before EC tools began to be used to any great extent by practitioners, Crawley and Aho
(1999) highlighted the possibility of applying them to existing buildings. They acknowledge
that measures addressing existing buildings are important from the perspective of society’s
overall environmental performance, and argue that EC tools could be useful in implementing
this strategy by supporting a basic ‘building inventory’ (Crawley & Aho, 1999, p. 305) to
identify ‘the most critical components of the environmental performance of existing
buildings’ (ibid., p. 305) and then to analyze ‘the potential impact of different renovation
alternatives and in selecting and implementing the most cost-effective measures for
environmental improvements’ (ibid., p. 305). Ding (2008) however noted that EC tools were
predominantly applied to new construction, nearly a decade after the aforementioned
observations. Current directories (BRE, 2016b; SGBC, 2016b; USGBC, 2016c) show that
new build projects still constitute an overwhelming majority of buildings certified. In Sweden,
certifications with BREEAM and Miljöbyggnad versions dedicated solely to renovation and
refurbishment represent an even smaller proportion than for existing buildings (SGBC,
2016b). Indeed, it seems that the building and real estate sectors currently perceive EC as
synonymous with new construction. These data are all the more remarkable given the fact that
buildings built since EC tools became widely utilized in the sector (the last 15 years or so)
still constitute a very small quantity of the entire stock. If EC should be directly significant in
improving environmental performance in the building sector as a whole it is necessary that it
be applied to existing buildings to a much greater extent than now, given the significance of
existing buildings from a sustainability perspective. Perhaps EC’s application to new build
projects is related to the phenomena observed by Astmarsson, Jensen, and Maslesa (2013) that
new build projects are generally regarded as more exciting than renovation.
Appreciation of the significance of the renovation of existing buildings for achieving global
sustainability objectives has nevertheless inspired significant recent research interest. Olsson,
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Liljenström, and Malmqvist (2014) found over 30 recent and ongoing projects in Sweden and
the rest of Europe focussed on building renovation in different ways. The large majority of
projects focussed on the question of operational energy efficiency in renovation, and the
structure and method of the renovation processes. However, the review also found examples
considering a wider range of aspects. This included IEQ, climate and other environmental
impacts, economic aspects (including life cycle costing, LCC) and social aspects such as
engagement with tenants and cultural-historical considerations.
Paper 3 also reviews assessment methods for renovation packages for residential buildings.
The review demonstrates examples of different methods of economic evaluation, such as costbenefit analysis (CBA, Stansbury & Mittelsdorf, 2001), net present value (NPV, Sunikka,
2006), payback time (Jaggs & Palmer, 2000), savings to investment ratio (Papadopoulos,
Theodosiou, & Karatzas, 2002) and life cycle costing methods (Davis Langdon, 2010;
Sunikka, 2006). Reduced operational energy use is a key assessment criteria in all the works,
and many take up other areas, for example reduced negative health impacts in society in
general from reduced fossil fuel combustion due to reduced electricity demand (Stansbury &
Mittelsdorf, 2001), as well as improved IEQ (Jaggs & Palmer, 2000; Rey, 2004) and reduced
mortality and morbidity as a result of improved thermal comfort (Clinch & Healy, 2001). The
EPIQR method, described by Jaggs and Palmer (2000) is an example of an ex-ante assessment
to support design process decision making, other methods such as Stansbury and Mittelsdorf
(2001) and Clinch and Healy (2001) are not presented for that purpose. Another relevant
approach is SQUARE, a quality assurance system established specifically for ensuring high
IEQ in renovation projects aiming at significant operational energy reduction (Kovacs &
Mjörnell, 2010). The system aims to provide an overarching structure for quality assurance
starting in for example organizational routines, but also covering inspection requirements
(from energy and functional perspectives, including checklists), dialogue with residents and
management follow-up.
Thuvander, Femenias, Mjörnell, and Meiling (2012) and Olsson, Malmqvist, and Glaumann
(2015) both investigated multifamily residential property owners’ perceptions of renovation
from a sustainability perspective. Both found that ensuring a positive economic outcome from
a renovation project is a dominant issue (which is easy to believe). Högberg, Lind, and
Grange (2009) provide some nuance to this finding showing that amongst Swedish owners of
multifamily rental property, some operated only on a profit-maximizing basis when
considering renovation for reduced operational energy use. Others meanwhile implemented
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such measures on the basis of wider owner or administration directives. Thuvander et al.
(2012) also found that owners do mention that values other than strictly technical do also have
a role to play in decisions. They also found that property owners would appreciate better
overarching guidelines for renovation processes. Olsson et al. (2015) found that companies
generally do not use environmental plans, and that though inspections prior to renovation are
carried out, they are not detailed enough to provide a good understanding of energy use and
IEQ issues prior to renovation. Olsson et al. (2015) also found that sustainability-related
targets are often absent in plans, and when they are present, they are not sufficiently ambitious
to contribute to achieving national energy efficiency goals (Swedish Government, 2005,
2008). Thuvander et al. (2012) present at some length the various economic methods applied
by owners to evaluate different renovation options, and Olsson et al. (2015) discuss the lack
of guidelines for input data for such calculations (even within the same organization).
Thuvander et al. (2012) also mention that dialogue with tenants can be important, and that
decisions can be based on ‘gut feelings’ arising from prior experience. Owners also indicate a
desire to involve all relevant stakeholders earlier in the process with the aim of improving
overall outcomes (Thuvander et al., 2012), seeming to allude to issues related to the general
decision context for the design process mentioned in Section 2.1.
These findings suggest a potential role for EC in light of literature discussed earlier in this
thesis (see Section 2.2.2) to provide support in the design process for renovation measures and
packages. Paper 3 therefore fills a research gap related to the lack of studies and practical
examples where EC tools have been used to guide building renovation with a view to
significant operational energy use reduction. The work carried out in paper 3 therefore also
contributes to answering research question 1 in this thesis (see Section 1.3).
Meanwhile, Olsson et al. (2015) note that no property owners interviewed evaluated
renovation measures in terms of the embodied environmental impacts of new materials
required for renovation. There is also little research dedicated to how embodied
environmental impacts may be considered in renovation projects, different as they are
appreciated to be from new build projects. Häkkinen et al. (2015) recommend that renovation
projects should follow the same steps suggested in their framework for embodied GWP
mitigation for new build projects, also noting the importance of including the embodied GWP
perspective in maintenance plans.
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Meanwhile, the research studies reviewed in Section 2.3.2 showed that embodied
environmental impacts for renovations for deep operational energy reductions were nonnegligible, but do not in general outweigh the reduction of environmental impacts as a result
of the reduced operational energy use. However, the studies also showed that that and other
relevant comparisons are dependent on many contextual factors such as the absolute
operational energy uses of the buildings in question and the features of the wider energy
system as a whole.
It is in the context of these findings that the research in paper 2 was carried out. Further
contextual issues for paper 2 are that primary energy sources for operational energy in the
Swedish building sector are to a great extent non-fossil (assuming a domestic production
basis) (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015), and what fossil-based primary energy there is has
decreased over the past decade or so. There is also considerable variability in the primary
energy carriers delivered to each of the approximately 500 different district heating networks
in Sweden. At the same time, the Swedish state has enacted targets for reducing energy
demand in the building stock per unit area by 50 % up to 2050 against 1995 as a base year
(Swedish Government, 2005, 2008). Reductions on such a scale would require significant
intervention in the stock with a view to achieving deep operational energy use reductions. For
such a large-scale project it is important to understand the potential for embodied GWP due to
the product stage for the materials required for it to be carried out. This is the focus of paper
2. By investigating embodied GWP arising from the product stage, the study makes use of life
cycle data and a life cycle approach and therefore relates to research question 1 in this thesis
(see Section 1.3).
2.6 EC in the strategic environmental management decision context
The first decision context considered in this thesis (see Section 2.1) takes as a starting point
earlier research pointing to the positive relationship between organizations’ environmental
management initiatives in general and their performance in other areas (notably financial
performance). Much recent research has also pointed out the potential for a positive
relationship between initiatives aimed at high environmental performance in buildings and a
building’s value. This includes areas such as improved IEQ, reduced energy costs, increased
occupant productivity, improved occupant health, lower vacancy rates, marketability and
corporate image (Boyd & Kimmet, 2005; Kats, Braman, & James, 2010; Lützkendorf &
Lorenz, 2007; Mudgal, Lyons, Cohen, Lyons, & Fedrigo-Fazio, 2013; RICS, 2005). Boyd
(2006), WGBC (2013) and Van der Heijden (2015) also highlight the importance of meeting
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the needs of desirable tenants who require high environmental performance in leasing
agreements.
Quantitatively oriented works have argued for increased value for buildings with
environmental enhancements according to heuristics of property valuation professionals
(Boyd, 2006; Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2007; Robinson, 2005). More recent work applied
hedonic pricing methods and statistical regression to market data to compare EC buildings
with otherwise equivalent non-EC counterparts in terms of transaction price and rental income
(Eichholtz, Kok, & Quigley, 2010; Fuerst & McAllister, 2011a, 2011b; Miller, Spivey, &
Florance, 2008). Transaction price advantages according to these studies vary between a
finding of no significant difference (according to Eichholtz et al., 2010 for LEED) and an
increase of 18 % (according to Wiley, Benefield, & Johnson, 2010 also for LEED).
Advantages in real rental income also vary from no significant difference (according to
(Eichholtz et al., 2010) for LEED) up to as much as 29 % (according to (Fuerst & McAllister,
2011b) for LEED and EnergyStar double certification). According to these results, EC has at
least no negative effect on financial performance, and possibly a very positive one.
Warren-Myers (2012) argues however that these quantitative findings are not sufficient to
persuade a valuation professional to incorporate EC and environmental enhancements as a
factor in performing a valuation exercise for building. Results from the hedonic studies, she
argues are dependant on factors subjective to researchers. The hypothetical studies, she
maintains, are just that and provide no real evidence of a shift in the market.
Nevertheless, as argued more extensively in the Introduction to paper 4, these objections do
not seem to be shared by all of the important stakeholders in the debate. For example, the
leading sustainability-oriented real estate consortium, the Global Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark (GRESB) clearly states its mission as ‘to enhance and protect shareholder value
by evaluating and improving sustainability best practices in the global real estate sector’
(GRESB, 2014, p. 3 italics ours). Separate members share this mission, and as of 2014
represent a property value of $ 2.1 trillion (GRESB, 2014). Furthermore a recent global
survey of valuers found that around one third are already accounting for sustainability aspects
in valuations (Lorenz, Sayce, Michl, Lützkendorf, & Quinn, 2014). The Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has also produced a ‘Guidance Note’ containing a checklist
recommending data collection so that ‘as markets become sensitized to sustainability issues,
appropriate analysis can be undertaken to support future estimates of value’ (RICS, 2013).
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This clearly shows that in recent years valuers have become less indifferent to incorporating
EC and environmental enhancements in their valuation exercises than a straight reading of
Warren-Myers (2012) would suggest.
Ultimately the motive for the study presented in paper 4 is the fact that so much of the
previous research has focused solely on demonstrating value creation from the perspective of
property valuers. This fundamentally misses the point (that Warren-Myers, 2012 made) that
the valuer’s role is only to reflect the market and it is the market players (investors, tenants,
property owners) that drive it. Hence the research question identified in this cover essay
relating to paper 4 is focused on the perceptions of property owners specifically. Paper 4 also
contributes to answering research question 2 in this thesis.
Earlier research about value creation is to a certain extent relevant when considering EC value
creation from a tenants’ perspective. Early work assumes that buildings with EC and
environmental enhancements will have favourable rent performance (Boyd, 2006; Ellison &
Sayce, 2006). The hedonic studies on the effect of EC on rental rates are also clearly relevant.
However, little of the previous research places tenants in focus and therefore it does not make
a concerted effort to explain why tenants may be willing to pay more for an EC building.
These differences ultimately arise because tenants perceive advantages from EC building that
they do not get from non-EC. This reasoning is supported by previous research that connects
with the strategic environmental management decision context considered presented in
Section 2.1 (Albertini, 2013; Hart, 1995; López-Gamero et al., 2009; Sambasivan et al.,
2013). Tenants may differentiate as a result of being able to take a cut of reduced energy costs
in their building. Or it is possible that buildings with EC and environmental enhancements
provide an overall improved experience for building users. Some research points to improved
satisfaction with IEQ in buildings with EC and environmental enhancements (Baird, Leaman,
& Thompson, 2012; Leder, Newsham, Veitch, Mancini, & Charles, 2016). Kats et al. (2010)
reviewed a large number of studies showing improved health-related outcomes in buildings
with EC-related enhancements (including to IEQ and access to natural environments). Other
studies investigated whether an organization’s corporate social responsibility initiatives can
positively impact employees’ dedication to their work, known as ‘organizational
commitment’ and ‘organizational citizenship’ (Choi & Yu, 2014). Baird et al. (2012) found
that this was affected positively by environmental enhancements in a building; others did not
find evidence of any effect (McCunn & Gifford, 2012; Newsham et al., 2013).
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In general, previous research thus demonstrates that under the right circumstances
sustainability-oriented initiatives may create value for tenants. However, most of the
expansive literature exploring value creation for buildings with EC and environmental
enhancements still tends to pay little attention specifically to tenants’ motives for renting EC
premises. This is ultimately the reason for carrying out paper 5, which in this cover essay is
used to address the thesis’ second research question.
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3 Research methods
3.1

Scientific context

The methodological approaches in this thesis relate to what Hansson (2007) has called
technological science. However, to address the research questions adequately it has been
necessary also to extend the traditional realm of technological science as dominated by natural
science-based methods to also include traditionally social science-based methods. In this way,
the methodological background of this research also embraces features of the emerging area
of ‘sustainability science’. The notion ‘sustainability science’ is one that has been developed
over the past 15 years or so as broadly referring to research aimed at providing knowledge to
address the opportunities and challenges represented by sustainable development. The
methodological approaches applied in this thesis reference to a great extent characteristics
identified as featuring in sustainability science.
One characteristic noted by Spangenberg (2011) is that sustainability science focusses on
developing solutions to real-world sustainability-related problems. This thesis is
representative of such an approach by taking the challenges for the building and real estate
sectors related to environmental perspectives of sustainability, and specific decision contexts
(see Section 2.1) as starting points for choosing methodological approaches. This contrasts
with traditional realms of scientific enquiry where methodological approaches are determined
according to the scientific discipline within which the research is conducted.
Without a strict problem definition given by the framing of an established scientific
discipline, a number of methodological approaches then become available. Robinson (2008)
argues that being driven by the intention to solve real world problems is a major reason for
pursuing research outside of scientific disciplines, as this research is, and calls it ‘issue-driven
interdisciplinarity’. Such an interdisciplinary approach is also relevant for the research
questions at hand focussing as they do on EC tools and life cycle approaches in specific
decision contexts. Section 2.2 discusses for example that EC tools are intended to fulfil
complementary purposes from the perspective of the building and real estate sectors and life
cycle approaches are also considered in this thesis from the perspective of decisions in the
design process of buildings. Therefore methods from different theoretical backgrounds are
required to understand the tools and the decision contexts they are applied and observed in.
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Life cycle approaches and EC tools are applied in the thesis firstly as tools for environmental
assessment. Here, many of the methodological approaches of ‘technological science’ as
described by Hansson (2007) are applied. At the centre of the assessments are buildings,
treated as technical artefacts defined in terms of functional characteristics. As technical
artefacts, buildings share some characteristics of physical objects and social objects (Vermaas,
Kroes, Van de Poel, Franssen, & Houkes, 2011). The technical design of a building is thus the
description of a certain arrangement and selection of physical objects that fulfils specified
functional characteristics. According to its properties as a physical object, buildings can be
analysed in terms of energy and material balances according to principles of natural science.
From a research perspective, the various assessments are applied in order to support value
statements (in this sense normative claims) about the buildings studied – namely in order to
support a statement such as ‘this building/renovation package/etc. has a better environmental
performance than that one’. The use of value statements follows Hansson’s account of
technological science (Hansson, 2007) and is further a feature for sustainability science
(Spangenberg, 2011), with particular reference to sustainability as a normative concept.
At the same time as EC and life cycle approaches are used as tools of environmental
assessment and therefore measurement, they are also viewed in this thesis as establishing
functional requirements in buildings’ design processes. This reflects the intended use of EC
tools as a support for the design process (see Section 2.2), and the growing use of life cycle
approaches for the same. Viewed as functional requirements for technical objects, EC tools
and life cycle approaches ‘serve as conceptual bridges between human intentions and the
physical world’ (Hansson, 2007, p. 525). As works of technological science as described by
(Hansson, 2007) the environmental assessments of various alternatives in papers 1, 2 and 3
demonstrate how the intention to attain EC or a high-performance from a life cycle
perspective differentiates between different physical and material design alternatives in the
different cases studied. Informing design as papers 2 and 3 do is a further feature of
technological science (Hansson, 2007).
By briefly highlighting the connection between functional specification and human intentions
Hansson (2007) alludes to the possibility that functional specifications and therefore designs
are dependent on social processes (i.e. processes requiring the interaction between
individuals). The discussion of the building design process as a decision context in Section
2.1 has shown that it is a social process requiring the active engagement of many different
stakeholders. Therefore to investigate research question 1 further, paper 1 explicitly follows
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up the environmental assessment performed with brief interviews of the major decision
makers in the project of which it was a part.
Starting in Vermaas and others’ (2011) account of technical artefacts, buildings share with
social objects the quality that many (though arguably not all) building functions are ultimately
created through interpretation and social construction. This thesis focusses on the social
construction and interpretation performed by building owners and tenants in finding value in
buildings and rented premises respectively with environmental enhancements and EC. This is
particularly relevant for the strategic environmental management decision context considered
in this thesis and is therefore a methodological starting point for answering research question
2, and is used in papers 4 and 5.
By viewing buildings both from the perspective of the features they share with physical
objects and with social objects (in the terminology of Vermaas et al., 2011), this thesis
performs research that is reflexive, according to Robinson’s (2008) description of the term. It
‘recognizes the legitimacy of multiple knowledge domains’ (p. 79) and in the context of
environmental perspectives of sustainability accepts the potential for disagreement between
two different theoretical frames. In this research for example this may arise as disagreement
between value statements arising from strict analysis of natural science-based results of
environmental assessments of buildings and stakeholders’ normative claims about value
creation (or not) from environmental enhancements in buildings.
Also exemplifying noted descriptions of issue-driven sustainability-oriented interdisciplinary
research (Robinson, 2008; Spangenberg, 2011) is the close involvement of non-academic
stakeholders in the research performed in this thesis. All the papers appended this thesis have
benefitted in some ways from the contributions of different stakeholders. For papers 2 and 3
this mostly entailed the sharing of data and documentation (from the property owners
concerned in the case of paper 3, and from Boverket in paper 2). Papers 4 and 5 were carried
out in a project that made significant use of a largely self-selecting reference group made up
of different types of property owner and representatives of property owner organizations. The
collaboration here was much closer in the sense that the group contributed to internal
discussions about all features of the research from the initial inception to design of data
collection methods (surveys and interviews) to analysis and discussion of acquired data. The
environmental assessment work in paper 1 was meanwhile carried out in a real new build
development project in conjunction with White Architects and the non-profit multifamily
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building developer Riksbyggen. The experiences of the collaborators based on the
assessments performed has been followed up as part of the work for this cover essay and
described below.
Table 4 summarizes the research methods which, related to the discussion presented earlier in
this section are used to obtain results addressing the thesis’s two research questions. The aim
of paper 1 is to improve decision support in the early stages of a residential new build
development in Greater Stockholm with respect to embodied GWP due to material production
and operational energy use. As shown in Table 4 the research performed for the paper applied
a simplified life cycle assessment as an environmental assessment but also employed brief
interviews to understand stakeholders’ perceptions of the results in their decision process.
Table 4: Summary of research methods used in the papers appended this thesis.
Research methods used
Paper 1
- Simplified LCA as environmental assessment
- Interviews
Paper 2
- Life cycle-based calculations as environmental assessment
Paper 3
- Application of Miljöbyggnad as environmental assessment
- Simplified life cycle costing (LCC) as economic assessment
Papers 4 and 5
- Qualitative analytical methods
- Semi-structured interviews
- Questionnaires

The aim of paper 2 was to evaluate the importance of embodied GWP for renovation aimed at
reducing operational energy use on a stockwide basis. The study also intended to judge the
relative significance of embodied GWP for specific renovation measures for reduced
operational energy use. As shown in Table 4, the paper uses a life cycle approach as an
environmental assessment. The aim of paper 3 was to demonstrate an approach to assess
renovation packages for deep operational energy use reductions in residential buildings,
including application of Miljöbyggnad, calculation of operational energy use and a simplified
LCC method. The aim of papers 4 and 5 meanwhile is to establish potential explanations for
how property owners and tenants respectively perceive value creation from EC buildings.
They use an environmental management perspective and as shown in Table 4, both papers use
qualitative analytic methods and data acquisition with questionnaire surveys and semistructured interviews.
3.2

Applying LCA to assess embodied GWP for design alternatives in a new
build project
The study in paper 1 was carried out as part of the investigations in the very early stages in the
planning of a new residential development in Greater Stockholm. The case is interesting from
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a research perspective because the developer (Riksbyggen) and the lead architect (White
Arkitekter) in the project both expressed an interest in using a life cycle approach to guide
decision making at that stage. The case is highly relevant for implementing mitigation
strategies to improve the global building and real estate sectors’ environmental performance
(see IEA, 2013 and Section 1.2) because the new build project is aiming for very low
operational energy use.
The environmental assessment is carried out using the BECE tool for simplified LCA in the
early stages of design processes and described at greater length in Section 2.4. Table 5 and
Table 6 present the goal and scope of the study according to the ISO 14040 and ISO 14044
(ISO, 2006b, 2006c). In addition to the calculations performed in paper 1, extra work for the
environmental assessment presented in this thesis included different assumptions about the
GWP for bought energy carriers, as described in Table 6, sections 3 to 7.
Table 5: Goal of the LCA study reported in paper 1 using the BECE tool.
1. Reason and intended application: The study was carried out on behalf of the developer Riksbyggen in
collaboration with their White Arkitekter to provide decision support in the early stages of a multifamily
housing development aiming for high environmental performance in Greater Stockholm. It is applied to assess
and compare the environmental impacts arising from three different construction contractors’ preferred
structural frames and other design process decisions.
2. Intended audience: The results are intended to be communicated to Riksbyggen, the architects and engineers
employed by them on the project and officers of the municipal planning authority in question. The results are
disclosed anonymously to the public in the form of this cover essay and the appended paper 2.
3. Comparative assertions: The results are not intended to be used to make comparative assertions disclosed to
the public

To answer Research Question 1 from the perspective of the design process as a social process
(see Section 3.1), brief follow-up interviews were performed with Riksbyggen’s project
leader, the lead architect for the project at White Arkitekter, and a representative of
Riksbyggen’s national sustainability management group. Questions included how they
perceived the results of the LCA study, if the study had affected material choice in the project,
and if the study had changed their own perception of the significance of embodied impacts as
part of buildings’ overall environmental impacts.
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Table 6: The scope of the LCA study recorded in paper 1 using the BECE tool.
1. The product systems studied, and function comprises two different design alternatives for multifamily
buildings and three different structural alternatives for their construction – giving a matrix of six systems in
total. Each of these systems provides the same function – i.e. that of a residence.
2. The functional equivalent is a multifamily residential building of normal occupancy designed to meet
Swedish building code as well as Swedish requirements for Passive Houses (Sveriges Centrum för
Nollenergihus, 2012) and to achieve a Gold rating according to the Swedish EC tool Miljöbyggnad (SGBC,
2014). An indoor temperature during the heating season of 21 OC is assumed. It is assumed as per Swedish
praxis for residential buildings that no active air conditioning system is included. Different reference service
lives are chosen for the investigation, namely 50 and 100 years. A common reference unit for comparison of
alternatives is one square meter of heated floor area and year.
3. System boundaries: The study covers the Product Stages A1 to A3 (see Table 3) according to the coordinated
European Standard (CEN, 2011), i.e. ”’cradle-to-gate’ processes for the materials and services used in the
construction” (ibid.). The building materials considered are major materials required for the basic building
structure and climate envelope – foundations, external walls (including windows and doors), internal walls
(excluding doors), internal slabs, and roof structure. It also covers module B6 for operational energy use, as in
Table 3 (CEN, 2011) for heating, cooling, ventilation and user demands. Emissions arising due to changed
land use for timber production are outside the system boundary. According to the data sources used for B6
operational energy use (see Table 3) direct emissions occurring as a result of energy conversion are included
in the assessment, and also direct emissions from first order processes upstream and downstream of energy
conversion (Gode et al., 2011).
4. Data requirements: As a simplified assessment, the specific data requested comprises dimensions and types
of material for the major building elements noted in the functional equivalent description above which are
procured from system manufacturers in question. Other data covering the GHG emissions due to the Product
Stages A1 to A3 (see Table 3) are generic and endogenous to the BECE tool. Data for module B6 operational
energy use (see Table 3) are calculated using a method developed specifically for passive houses based on
requirements in the functional equivalent above and physical properties of the building envelope. Emissions
inventory for module B6 processes are taken from the utilities participating in the project and from published
works well-accepted in industry e.g. (Gode et al., 2011; Svensk Fjärrvärme, 2012; Vattenfall, 2005).
5. Data quality: For Product Stages A1 to A3 (see Table 3) generic data endogenous to the BECE tool are used
from previous research projects (Assefa et al., 2007) and the Ecoinvent database (Frischknecht et al., 2007).
This generic type of data is considered satisfactory for the early stage estimates that are considered in this
assessment. For B6 operational energy use (see Table 3) well known and trusted sources are used as also noted
above (Gode et al., 2011; Svensk Fjärrvärme, 2012).
6. Allocation: Allocation is principally required for district heat provision for B6 operational energy use for
combined heat and power plants. It is performed according to the alternative production method and is
described in Gode et al. (2011). Generic data for operational energy carriers are taken from Gode et al. (2011).
7. Impact assessment: Only global warming potential (GWP) is assessed. For B6 operational energy use (see
Table 3), impact assessment is performed according to methods used in the literature from which inventory is
taken (Gode et al., 2011; Svensk Fjärrvärme, 2012). For Product Stages A1 to A3 the CML 2000 baseline is
used. Biogenic CO2 is assumed to have a GWP of zero.
8. Other: Results from the study were communicated via a report that was shared with Riksbyggen and White
Arkitekter and presented at a project meeting. The paper appended this cover essay was submitted to and
anonymously reviewed for the conference at which it was presented, otherwise no external critical review was
performed. Major assumptions are documented in the inventory. The study is intended to make informed
estimates about GWP in the early stages of a development project, and is therefore not intended to evaluate
impacts precisely.
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3.3

Evaluating renovation for operational energy use reduction from a life
cycle perspective
The work carried out in paper 2 evaluates the embodied GWP for all refurbishment actions
required to achieve the goal of reducing operational energy use in the Swedish stock of
residential buildings existing in 2050 by 50% compared to 1995 (an energy efficiency goal
adopted by the Swedish Government, 2005, 2008). Paper 2 also calculates the embodied
GWP for specific renovation measures calculated previously to be techno-economically
optimal for achieving this goal. The case studied in paper 2 is also therefore highly relevant
for implementing mitigation strategies to improve the global building and real estate sectors’
environmental performance (see IEA, 2013 and Section 1.2), because it considered renovation
for significant operational energy use reduction.
At the time of the study, the economically optimal combination of renovation actions to
achieve the goal in the Swedish stock of residential buildings had already been estimated as
part of the major government building survey BETSI (Buildings’ Energy, Technical Status
and Indoor environmental quality) using a bottom-up statistical method (Boverket, 2009,
2011; Mattsson, 2011). This had been used to estimate the reduction in GWP due to reduced
operational energy use (Mata, Kalagasidis, & Johnsson, 2013). A significant benefit of the
BETSI survey as a whole is that it made available highly detailed microdata from its building
stock survey, including microdata produced in the BETSI Energy Assessment. This microdata
was used to describe to a high level of detail the renovation measures required to reach the 50
% energy reduction target noted at the beginning of this section and therefore very important
for achieving the study’s aims. This data comprised for all the renovation actions applied to
the sample selection of buildings (a total of just under 9000 renovation actions) the physical
nature of the renovation action (see the list of renovation measures in Table 1 in paper 2),
including for each action the reduction in operational energy use (in kWh/year), annuitized
investment cost as a ratio of the yearly reduction in operational energy use (in SEK/kWh) and
a scale-up factor unique for each sample building (defining the number of buildings in the
entire stock represented by the sample building).
The second major area for input data in paper 2 concerns life cycle inventory data and life
cycle impact assessment for each renovation measure considered by the BETSI Energy
Assessment. Firstly a bill of materials for each renovation measure was established by
matching each renovation measure with the nearest measure in a Swedish industry standard
reference for renovation (Wikells Byggberäkningar AB, 2010) and for certain specific
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measures other references as shown in the paper. Materials included in each renovation
measure were then matched with the relevant material production processes in the EcoInvent
database v2.2 (Frischknecht & Rebitzer, 2005). GWP was calculated using the CML 2
baseline 2000 V2.05 impact assessment method (Goedkoop, Oele, de Schryver, Vieira, &
Hegger, 2008).
The final quantitative step in the research procedure for paper 2 was to combine appropriately
aggregated data from the BETSI energy assessment microdata (describing on a detailed level
operational energy use reduction for each specific renovation measure) and the previously
calculated GWP for the product stage for each renovation measure. In such a way data such as
embodied GWP per unit operational energy use reduction for each renovation measure and
renovation action was calculated. The stock-wide GWP for all renovation actions required to
achieve the 50 % goal was also calculated, and was further calculated on a yearly basis (to be
able to estimate a GWP ‘payback time’).
3.4

Evaluating renovation packages for significant operational energy use
reduction with Miljöbyggnad
Paper 3 performs case studies using three typical multi-family Swedish buildings with
construction years between 1963 and 1973. These cases are interesting for the thesis because
they are representative of the large portion of the building stock in Sweden that has the same
vintage and that are consequently in need of comprehensive renovation for functional
purposes. The first case building is a terrace of five row houses constructed in 1973 owned
and operated by a municipal housing company as a rental units. The building’s construction is
typical for small homes in Sweden from the 1960s and onwards. The second is an apartment
building constructed in 1973 and owned and operated by a municipal housing company as a
rental building. The third is an apartment building from 1963 owned and operated by a private
co-operative housing association. Both apartment buildings are constructed in a way that is
typical of the industrial methods that begun to be used in the early 1960s and typify the
Swedish million homes program from that period. The 1963 apartment building and the 1973
apartment building are also contrasting cases. In the 1973 apartment building envelope
elements and mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems have largely not been changed
since the time of construction. Meanwhile in the 1963 apartment buildings, significant
measures have been carried out since construction that together have reduced operational
energy use. The use of these buildings as study objects therefore makes the research in paper
3 highly relevant for the Swedish residential building stock more broadly. The cases studied
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in paper 3 are also highly relevant for implementing necessary mitigation strategies to
improve the global building and real estate sectors’ environmental performance (see IEA,
2013 and Section 1.2), because it also considers renovation for deep operational energy use
reduction, as described more fully below.
For each of the three case buildings, three renovation packages were drawn up. The first,
called the base case, applied only measures that were necessary to maintain building function
in terms of operational energy use. The second renovation case was a package of measures
aiming at moderate reduction in operational energy use. The third was a package of measures
aiming at reducing operational energy use to such an extent that if it were applied on a
national scale could have a significant impact on achieving the goal established in acts of
parliament for reducing buildings’ operational energy use by 50 % (Swedish Government,
2005, 2008). The third case is also interesting because it considers renovation measures that
can achieve the kind of significant operational energy use reductions mentioned as a
mitigation strategy to improve the building sector’s environmental performance.
The constituent components of the assessment approach are energy demand simulations,
simplified life cycle cost analysis and assessment with Miljöbyggnad, the Swedish EC tool
(see Section 2.2.1). Applying Miljöbyggnad in this way demonstrates the ability of the tool’s
indicators to evaluate and communicate the differences between the renovation cases
considered.
Operational energy use for each renovation case was calculated using the same bought energy
concept as in the Swedish implementation of the first EU Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive (Boverket, 2010b). Operational energy use for space heating for each renovation
and building case was calculated using a simulation model of each building in IDA Indoor
Climate and Energy (EQUA, 2011). Evaluation of Miljöbyggnad indicators for each building
and renovation case was carried out with the simplified methods per the then-current
Miljöbyggnad manual for existing buildings (Boverket, 2010a). A complete list of indicators
and summary of the methods used is given in Table 5 of paper 3. The information required for
evaluation was obtained from documents such as architectural drawings, reports from
compulsory ventilation inspections, moisture inspections, energy use data as well as site
inspections of the buildings in question. The LCC approach applied draws to a great extent on
Boverket’s recommendations (Boverket, 2010b) and uses a net present cost method to
compare renovation cases.
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3.5

Investigating property owners’ and tenants’ perceptions of EC’s and
environmental enhancements’ contribution to strategic environmental
management initiatives aimed at creating value
Section 3.1 makes the case that as technical artefacts buildings have features of both physical
and social objects. The methods used in the thesis are such that in its entirety, it can
demonstrate knowledge spanning both sides of this duality. By identifying property owners
and tenants as specific stakeholders and their perceptions of value creation from
environmental enhancement and EC in buildings, research question 2 considers buildings’
socially-constructed nature to a great extent. In order to investigate this in papers 4 and 5 (for
property owners and tenants respectively), qualitative analytic approaches are used. Both
papers used a questionnaire (allowing for a larger sample and greater control over the answers
received, see for example Marshall & Rossman, 1995) and interviews (for highly detailed
context specific information, ibid.). These methods are appropriate because they are wellsuited to investigating the perceptions of the stakeholders in question. The research project
whose results are recorded in papers 4 and 5 appended this thesis started in the middle of
2012, about the same time that EC was dramatically increasing in popularity in Sweden. The
research in both papers aimed to document and analyze the experience of the property owners
and tenants that were amongst the very first to own or rent premises in EC buildings.
The questionnaires in papers 4 and 5 both used questions grouped around the same three
themes. Firstly the questionnaires asked about changes in significant direct cost and income
posts through environmental certification. Secondly they asked about the effect of EC on
stakeholders significant for property owners and tenants respectively. Finally the
questionnaires asked about the effect of specific environmental enhancements on value
creation. In addition to these three common themes, tenants were also asked about the role
they had in their building owners’ decision to pursue EC and the extent to which EC had been
a factor in choosing their specific premises. Each questionnaire consisted of about 20
questions in total. The specific questions used in each survey are given in this thesis as
appendices to each paper (from the supplementary online material of papers 4 and 5
respectively). For the time period during which data was gathered with the questionnaire, and
the number of complete responses, see Table 7.
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Table 7: Summary of the interview and questionnaire data collection in papers 4 and 5

Time taken for each
interview
Number of interviews
Time period for interviews
Number in questionnaire
target group
Number of complete
questionnaire responses
Time period for questionnaire

Paper 4
1 – 2 hours

Paper 5
45 – 90 minutes

15
February – June 2013
65

14
October 2013 – April 2014
55

30

29

November 2012 – April 2013

August – October 2013

Meanwhile, for interviews with property owners and tenants, a semi-structured interview
template was created. In each case, themes for the template included motives and driving
forces for EC, prior expectations compared with actual experience, and communication of EC
with important stakeholders. Each template also prompted for broad follow-up questions, such
as ‘…in what way?’ and ‘…can you illustrate with an example?’ The interview templates
used are given as appendices to each paper.
Interviews were performed for as long as they were considered to be yielding new
information. For property owners, they lasted for between one and two hours and for between
45 and 90 minutes in the case of tenants (see Table 7). Other data about the interviews are
also shown in Table 7.
Individuals were selected as respondents for each respective questionnaire in light of their
‘theoretical relevance’ (a term used by Miller & Salkind, 2002, p. 156), i.e. that they have
direct experience of the phenomena under investigation. In practice this started with acquiring
up-to-date lists of publically-certified buildings from tool adminstrators’ websites (BRE,
2016a; SGBC, 2016b; USGBC, 2016c). Information from these lists was then used to guide
further internet searching for preliminary contact email addresses and telephone numbers for
tenant and property owner organizations for each listed building. Sample identification then
proceeded via telephone and email in order to identify individuals for each organization that
were theoretically relevant for each study. In the case of paper 4, identified individuals were
most often environmental managers or building managers, though some construction project
managers were included. For tenants identified individuals were often tenants’ environmental
managers or premises managers. Members of the project’s reference group also assisted with
contact information in particular for tenant organizations in their buildings.
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Interviewees for paper 4 and 5 respectively were largely selected from those previously
identified to respond to the questionnaire. As explorative studies, heterogeneity of
interviewee’s experience was prioritized over direct comparability. In the case of paper 4
(property owners), interviewees were sought representing different types of owner (e.g. forprofit and public), building uses (healthcare, office, education, retail), types of certification
tool (Miljöbyggnad, LEED and BREEAM), levels of certification and project type (new
construction or existing building). In the case of paper 5 (tenants) interviewees represented
tenants with operations in different areas (including private businesses, non-profits and public
institutions) with different sizes of premises in different geographic locations.
In both paper 4 and 5 the aim of the first step of analysis was simply to present acquired data
in such a way as to facilitate further analysis. Summaries of each interview were transcribed
and simultaneously classified according to descriptive codes (see Miles & Huberman, 1994
and Table 2 in paper 5). As small-n questionnaires, responses were analysed in terms of raw
aggregated answer frequencies and distributions, without extended statistical and quantitative
analysis. The second analytical step for both papers aimed at initial data interpretation. This
involved formulating questions directly related to the research aims outlined in each paper as
shown in the papers themselves. With these questions in mind, each member of the research
group (the authors of the papers) read the coded interview summaries and reviewed the
aggregated questionnaire data. Additional context was sought in the case of paper 5 from
relevant public documents for the tenant organizations under investigation and from two
separate in-depth surveys described in more detail in the paper. Instances providing answers
for the questions formulated in this second step of analysis were noted by each researcher. In
each case notes were then used as the basis for self-reflexive discussion amongst the research
group and with members of the project’s reference group. Results from these discussions were
further noted for each study.
In the case of paper 5 (tenants) this was the final analytical step. Paper 4 (property owners) on
the other hand aimed more explicitly to develop new explanations for the phenomena under
investigation and thus also included a search for literature theorizing the relationship between
environmental management and achieving an organizations’ overall strategic objectives. In
the final analytical step in paper 4, examples of value creation arising in the empirical
material were organized according to categories and concepts in promising theoretical
explanations identified in the literature search.
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4 Results
4.1 LCA for decision support in development process for new buildings
This section reports results from paper 1 addressing research question 1. Firstly the results of
the environmental assessment are presented and secondly the results of the follow-up
interviews.
4.1.1 Environmental assessment
Figure 1 shows that the calculated operational energy use (B6, see Table 3) in each of the
cases considered meets or is slightly above the operational energy requirements for passive
houses in the Nordic region (the developer's energy target for the project in question, Sveriges
Centrum för Nollenergihus, 2012). This demonstrates that with minor adjustments the designs
delivered can feasibly meet these requirements. Figure 1 also shows that the calculated
operational energy use for space heating is higher for the concrete structure than for both
timber structures shown. Brief sensitivity calculations performed for this thesis show that it is
possible to reduce operational energy use in the concrete structure by increasing the insulation
thickness in the internal walls by about 20 % so that the concrete structure has a lower total
operational energy use than the timber structures.
A further finding in the study with respect to consideration of different design alternatives is
that the alternatives with a square floorplan have consistently lower GWP per unit HFA than
the long alternatives by about 5 % of the total lifetime GWP calculated. This is because of the
geometrical fact that the square floorplan alternative has lower building envelope surface area
per unit heated floor area than the long floorplan alternative. This reduces the material
requirement and the energy demand for heating for the square floorplan compared to the long
floorplan. Therefore GWP due to the product stage (A1-3, see Table 3) and for the operational
energy use (B6 see Table 3) are both lower for the square floorplan alternative. Results in
paper 1 also show that there is very little difference in the product stage GWP between the
two timber alternatives considered, and that both of these alternatives have much lower
lifetime GWP than the concrete alternatives.
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Figure 1: Yearly operational energy use for structural and floorplan alternatives (assumed constant over
building lifetime, no start year defined). The figure is a reproduction of figure 2 from paper 1.

Figure 2 below shows results from paper 1 alongside comparison calculations carried out for
this cover essay where different values for the GWP due to operational energy use have been
assumed. For brevity, Figure 2 shows only the results of one timber structural frame, one
concrete structural frame and for the long alternatives in both cases. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show
results of the initial calculation using GWP for operational energy use (B6) which are based
on information from the local district heating company (later shown to be erroneous) and
assuming electricity from hydroplant (based on the assumption of the purchace of electricity
of certified origin, Vattenfall, 2005). This value for district heating in particular is very low,
though values in this range may be possible (with reference to sources such as SABO (2010)
and Svensk Fjärrvärme (2016)) where large amounts of ‘waste’ heat are used for example.
Figure 2 (c) and (d) show results based on updated values for GWP for operational energy use
(B6). Finally Figure 2 (e) and (f) show results considering typical average values for GWP for
operational energy use (B6) relevant for Sweden. Firstly it is noticeable in Figure 2 how large
the differences are between the absolute calculated lifetime GWPs based on these differing
assumptions. On the other hand, the figure also shows that the concrete alternative
consistently has higher overall lifetime GWP other things being equal.
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(a)

Lifetime
(years)
GWP,
electricity
g
CO2e/kWh
GWP,
district heat
g
CO2e/kWh

50

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

100

50

100

50

(f)

100

5.2
Swedish hydropower,
(Vattenfall, 2005)

9.9
Swedish hydropower,
(Vattenfall, 2011)

97.3
Nordic mix (Gode et al.,
2011)

5.2
Initial value from local
energy company

31.0
Up-to-date value from
local energy company

82.3
Swedish mix (Gode et
al., 2011)

Figure 2: GWP for production of building material and bought energy during the use stage for concrete
and timber alternatives (timber frame long and concrete long as described in paper 1) for different
assumptions of building lifetime and GWP for operational energy use (B6). Data sources as shown in table
below graph. Note that the calculations for the case using an up-to-date value for district heating from the
local energy company were performed after paper 1 was written.

Even where the difference between the alternatives is lowest (Figure 2 (e) and (f)), the
concrete alternatives have a higher lifetime GWP by about 25 percent. These findings reflect
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the results of research-oriented LCA studies of the product stage for buildings that compare
timber frames with concrete.
4.1.2 Influence of life cycle-based considerations in the design process
To investigate the effect of the life cycle calculations on the building development process,
brief follow-up interviews were performed with the different collaborating stakeholders in the
project. Firstly, none of the frame suppliers contacted could provide EPDs for their products
according to ISO 21930 (ISO, 2007). The environmental assessment study that paper 1 is
based on was performed in November 2011 and thus predates the publication of the EN 15804
and the rapid development of EPDs and PCRs as evidenced by the list of construction-related
EPDs now available at for example EPD International AB (2016).
The lead architect remarked during her interview that the study had convinced her of the
advantages of using a timber structural frame from the perspective of GWP for the product
stage. This is significant in light of Häkkinen and others’ (2015) study showing the high
degree of influence that the lead architect has in deciding about structural frames. Otherwise,
the specific development project in which the study reported in paper 1 was carried out has
been stalled in planning processes. According to the interview with Riksbyggen’s project
leader, a decision about the structural frame would be made later in the process. This project
leader noted that the findings from the study were ‘interesting’. She also said that
consideration of GWP due to the product stage was not a question that between the time of the
study (late 2011) and the time of the interview (early 2016) had increased in importance.
Instead, Riksbyggen’s environmental requirements for new production were primarily
focussed on achieving 25 percent lower operational energy use than stipulated in the relevant
national code, and achieving Silver certification according to Miljöbyggnad (Riksbyggen,
2016).
However, this is not to say that the work reported in paper 1 has not affected Riksbyggen’s
work with product stage GWP. The interview with a representative for Riksbyggen’s national
sustainability business unit showed that the results of the study were interpreted as identifying
the significance of embodied GWP for the overall lifetime GWP for a building. Based on this
conclusion, Riksbyggen commissioned a second study for a development in Gothenburg. This
second study focussed on embodied GWP for otherwise equivalent timber and concrete
framed residential buildings, and identified specific areas for embodied GWP reduction for
each one. For the concrete frame this included the possibility of using secondary cementitious
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materials instead of Portland cement. After this second study, Riksbyggen’s central
sustainability management made the decision to recommend a concrete frame made with a
proportion of secondary cementitious materials for their ‘Positive Footprint Housing’ project
Brf Viva (Cementa, 2015). The interview also revealed reasons besides the findings of
successive LCA studies for choosing the concrete frame. In the first instance, companies
delivering timber framed buildings showed less interest in the potential to collaborate with
Riksbyggen to reduce embodied GWP from their products. The cement manufacturer
Cementa on the other hand was very enthusiastic to find a customer with whom they could
develop concrete blends with secondary cementitious materials. The interviewee also noted
that it was unreasonable that all construction should use timber frames because of lower
embodied GWP because there are so many other variables by which to compare different
frame alternatives. In particular, there is an ongoing discussion about differences between
timber and concrete frames’ durability over time that may give them different technical
lifetimes. Concrete frames dominate for the construction of larger multifamily houses in
Sweden.
Thus for Riksbyggen’s Brf Viva project, new concrete mixes were developed in a
collaboration between Riksbyggen as developer and Cementa as concrete supplier. In general
the representative from Riksbyggen’s national sustainability business unit noted that LCA
studies are important in decision making because they support sustainability specialists in
identifying the areas for significant environmental impacts during a building’s life cycle and
thus those areas where procurement specifications for low embodied GWP are most
important. However, according to the interviewee, project leaders in specific development
projects are not (at the moment) positive about performing and using LCA calculations
specifically in their projects because they (still) perceive them to be too complex and that they
are not perceived to lead to a reduction of environmental impacts. Project managers are
however positive about making procurement specifications that can contribute to reduced
environmental impacts. Further when making these specifications they do rely on advice from
Riksbyggen’s sustainability specialists, who in turn base their advice on the results of LCA
calculations. Thus LCA is affecting decision making in current leading development projects,
though it is not currently deployed on a development-by-development basis. In the future the
representative for Riksbyggen’s national sustainability business unit also noted that they
would like to make procurement specifications based on a stated absolute quantity of GWP
for example using EPDs for building products (authors note, e.g. CEN, 2012; ISO, 2007).
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4.2 Evaluating renovation measures from a life cycle perspective
Paper 2 assessed the embodied GWP for renovation measures necessary to achieve 50 %
reduction in operational energy use in the Swedish stock of residential buildings existing in
2005. The results provide new information about the GWP due to renovation measures in
different ways. Firstly, Figure 3 identifies and compares the embodied GWP contribution of
each material or component in each specific renovation measure. A key finding from this
figure is that where they are assumed necessary according to the measure in question, the nonmetallic masonry materials concrete, brick and plaster dominate GWP. This is exemplified by
renovation measures Foundation 3, External wall 3 and 5 and Attic/roof 4, all of which have
notably greater GWP than other measures for the same building element. Figure 3 also shows
that measures requiring the installation of entirely new windows (frame, glazing and all,
Window 1 and 4 in Figure 3) have a significantly higher GWP than those that keep the same
window frames and require only new glazing (Window 2 and 3). A further finding from paper
2 is that for new windows with wooden frames and aluminium cladding, the main GWP
contributor beyond the glazing itself is the aluminium cladding. There is a similar comparison
to be made for ventilation measures, where the necessity of installing new ductwork
distinguishes the measures EAHR ventilation 1 and 2 from EAHR ventilation 3 and 4 in terms
of GWP according to Figure 3. A point not investigated in paper 2 is the proportion of the
metals used for window cladding (aluminium) or ventilation channels (galvanized steel) that
was primary or recycled, which clearly could have a significant effect on the calculated GWP.
The average embodied GWP estimated for deep renovation of the entire residential stock
based on paper 2 is about 0.8 kg CO2-e/m2 (HFA), year. This is quite similar to the value of
0.6 kg CO2-e/m2 (HFA), year calculated by Häkkinen et al. (2012) for a case study of the
renovation of a multifamily building in Finland to passive house standard.
The other two areas in which the results of paper 2 are of interest is in evaluating the extent to
which embodied GWP affects the overall GWP reduction due to the measure and if the
measure is significant for embodied GWP on a national level. Results in these areas are
summarized in Table 8 below (based on Figures 4 and 5 in paper 2, not reproduced here).
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Figure 3: Embodied GWP for renovation measures as related to their declared units established for the
study in paper 2. For envelope measures, the data are given per unit renovated envelope area. For other
units, please refer to descriptions on the x-axis. Numbers on the x-axis labels refer to numbers for
renovation measures given in Table 1 in paper 2. HFA – heated floor area, SFH – single family homes,
MFH – multifamily homes.

Table 8 shows that there is a significant range in the embodied GWP of specific renovation
measures as a ratio of the reduction in operational energy use (a measure of the extent to
which embodied GWP affects the overall GWP of the measure). The installation of
thermostatic valves and temperature reduction and the installation of low-flow fixtures for
domestic hot water are significant for reducing operational energy use on a national scale that
are little compromised by the embodied GWP. In assembling inventory in the study, simple
bills of materials were assembled for both of these measures. Processes relating to
manufacturing a finished product from wholesale materials (e.g. from brass ingot to brass
valve of correct specification) were ignored and thus the GWP calculated is an underestimate.
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The GWP as calculated is so low as to be near negligible thus it is reasonable to conclude that
even including these processes the GWP would still be very low.
Table 8 also shows that EAHR measures (assumed to require the addition of ductwork) are
significant in terms of their potential operational energy reduction on a stock-wide basis and
further have a GWP above 10 g CO2-e/kWh operational energy use reduction. This is not
negligible with respect to GWP reduction arising from reduced operational energy use, but it
also means that the embodied GWP from the measure will not outweigh the potential GWP
reduction due to the reduced operational energy use in most cases. EAHR measures also
contribute to over 70 % of the stock-wide embodied impacts, as shown in Figure 5 (b) in
paper 2. Material requirement for EAHR will vary on a building to building basis. It may
nevertheless be generally stated that efforts to reduce the quantity of ductwork in such a
renovation will yield a non-negligible improvement in the lifetime GWP reduction due to the
measure. The lower rows in column 3 in Table 8 show other measures with non-negligible
GWP per unit reduced operational energy use, in particular measures noted earlier for having
high GWP according to the representation in Figure 3 as a result of the inclusion of concrete,
brick, gypsum board, glass and aluminium.
The more detailed results from paper 2 were finally aggregated to show that to reach the 50 %
operational energy reduction goal entails an embodied GWP of 0.35 Mt CO2-e/year. This is
12 % of the potential GWP reduction due to 50 % operational energy use reduction as
calculated by Mata et al. (2013) according to the current heating mix. The non-annuitized
embodied GWP due to the measures is 9.1 Mt CO2-e, compared with a yearly GWP reduction
due to operational energy use reduction estimated by Mata et al. (2013) to be 2.9 Mt CO2e/year. Thus the ‘GWP pay-back time’ can be calculated to be just over 3 years. This value
compares well with the ‘GWP pay-back time’ from building-level cases with comparable
operational energy use reduction of up to 5 years (Dodoo et al., 2010; Erlandsson & Levin,
2004; Häkkinen et al., 2012). Thus it has been shown that the embodied GWP due to a
program to reduce energy demand reduction by 50 % in the building stock will only
minimally reduce the overall GWP reductions aimed for. That being said, the study did show
that for specific measures, embodied GWP can be non-negligible and thus initiatives aimed at
reducing embodied GWP for these measures can contribute to reducing the overall GWP over
the building’s lifetime. More importantly, it is observed in the BETSI energy assessment that
temperature reduction to 20 oC may be unrealistic, given the fact that occupant interviews
performed as part of the wider BETSI survey showed that thermal comfort was judged
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insufficient at the average indoor temperatures measured of 22 – 23 oC (Boverket, 2009;
Mattsson, 2011). If these measures prove impossible to implement it seems that other
measures with higher GWP will be required that will increase GWP pay-back time and the
significance of embodied GWP in renovation for operational energy use reduction will
increase.
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Table 8: Summary of results from paper 2. Renovation measures have been assigned different cells depending on the magnitude of average embodied GWP as a
ratio of reduced operational energy use (g CO2-e/kWh, columns) and the significance of the measures on a stockwide basis for energy demand reduction. Measure
numbers, e.g. Foundation 5, Ext. Wall 1, etc. refer to notation used in paper 2.
Stockwide
energy
demand
reduction
potential
High

Medium

Low

Average GWP due to material production as ratio of reduced operational energy use
Column 2: Low/intermediate:
Column 3: High/intermediate:
Column 1: Low:
2.5 to 10 g CO2‐e/kWh
10 to 25 g CO2‐e/kWh
0 to 2.5 g CO2‐e/kWh

Column 4: High:
Greater than 50 g CO2‐e/kWh

Description of measure and stockwide demand reduction in TWh/year
‐ Thermostatic valves and
temperature reduction

9.2

‐ Low‐flow domestic hot water
fixtures

4.3

‐ Foundation 5: Insulation and
facade material for cellar walls

1.6 ‐ Ext. Wall 1: Insulation and
stucco facade
‐ Foundation 6: Insulation only

1.0

‐ Ext. Wall 4: Interior insulation
and gypsum surface covering

2.1

‐ Change pump for heating circuit

0.3 ‐ Attic/roof 6, 3 and 7
insulation only
‐ Attic/roof 2 and 8: insulation
and surface coverings
‐ Ext. wall 2: Insulation and
facade
‐ Foundation 1 and 4:
Insulation only
‐ Foundation 2: Insulation and
new wooden floor
‐ EAHR ventilation 3: Replacing
previous balanced ventilation
with no heat recovery
‐ Windows 2 and 3: Retrofit
existing
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2.9

‐ EAHR ventilation 2 (with
mechanical exhaust ventilation
without EAHR previously)
‐ EAHR ventilation 1 (with natural
exhaust ventilation without EAHR
previously)
‐ EAHR ventilation 4 (with balanced
ventilation and EAHR previously)
‐ Window 1 and 4: Install new
windows with aluminium cladding

7.0
10.2
1.4
3.0

0.39 ‐ Ext. Wall 5: Insulation and new
brick facade
0.7 ‐ Ext. Wall 3: Insulation and new
brick facade
0.8 ‐ Attic/roof 1: Insulation only

0.01 ‐ Attic/roof 4: Rebuild tiled roof to
allow for extra insulation
0.3

0.20 ‐ Attic/roof 5: Insulation only

0.2

0.01 ‐ Foundation 3: Insulation and new
concrete slab
0.4

0.03

0.7

0.4

0.01

4.3 Evaluating renovation packages for energy efficiency with Miljöbyggnad
In paper 3, renovation packages aimed at reducing operational energy use were assessed for 3
case buildings with the Swedish EC tool Miljöbyggnad and a simplified LCC method. These
methods were combined in order to provide a way of assessing renovation packages’ potential
impacts from a broad environmental perspective and an economic perspective (see also
Section 3.4 in Research methods).
Table 9, Table 10 and Table 11 show that evaluation with Miljöbyggnad showed changes in
building functionality and environmental performance due to the renovation packages applied
in the cases. All packages for all buildings had reduced bought energy demand (indicator 1)
and heat loss (indicator 2) and improved thermal climate in winter (indicator 10), except for
the medium package in the 1973 apartment building. Solar heat charge factor and thermal
climate in summer was by comparison worse for both renovation packages for the 1963
apartment building. This is because the new windows installed in these packages used a threepaned insulating glass unit (IGU) for a low U-value and high energy-efficiency. However,
solar shading is worse for these windows than standard Swedish multi-paned windows (nonIGU double-paned or triple-paned including double-paned IGU) because they do not allow for
venetian blinds between panes. The same type of windows were assumed in the medium and
high efficiency packages for the 1973 row houses, however here external shades were
assumed for south-facing windows. Meanwhile, for the 1973 row houses it was possible to
visit similar row houses where a pilot renovation with balanced ventilation and exhaust air
heat recovery (EAHR) had been installed. The listening test in these houses showed
noticeable noise due to supply and exhaust air systems. Since such a ventilation system is
assumed for both non-base cases for the 1973 row houses, the noise rating (indicator 5) was
considered to be affected negatively. For the other two buildings there is not judged to be a
change in this indicator even though for some packages balanced ventilation with EAHR is
also installed. Meanwhile as discussed at greater length in the paper itself, the results for
energy mix (indicator 4) for the 1963 apartment building differ from the other two buildings
principally because of the primary energy supply mix for the 1963 apartment building’s local
district heating network. The other two buildings are in an area where the local electricity
distribution monopoly supplies only hydro- and wind-generated electricity. Finally it should
be pointed out that it is assumed in the assessment that performance according to indicators
considering radon concentration, nitrogen dioxide in indoor air, daylighting, legionella risk
and hazardous substances (indicators 6, 8, 12, 13 and 14 respectively) does not change as a
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result of the renovation packages. A future assessment could investigate the possible impacts
of renovation measures on building performance in these areas.
According to the LCC assessment in paper 3, high efficiency/high investment packages were
between 10 and 26 % costlier over the assumed service life of 50 years than the base cases,
varying depending on the building in question. The calculated investement cost and the total
LCC for the high efficiency/high investment packages corresponded well to values shown in
ex-post assessment of similar renovation packages applied in practice (Byman & Jernelius,
2012). Of the packages aiming at moderate investment/moderate efficiency, only that for the
1973 apartment building achieved a lower LCC than the base case.
Table 9: MB ratings for 1973 Row-houses. In each category, indicators are presented according to
following format: Numerical value for indicator (if appropriate), rating for indicator according to MB,
change in indicator value compared to base case. Rating symbols as follows: C – Classified, B – Bronze, S
– Silver, G – Gold. (+) and (-) indicate positive and negative changes respectively in indicator values (not
ratings) compared to base case, and (+)(+) and (-)(-) indicate positive and negative changes in indicator
values (not ratings) respectively compared to base and medium cases. Please see (Boverket, 2010a) and
(Malmqvist, Glaumann, Svenfelt, et al., 2011) for rating and indicator calculation methods.

2

1. Bought energy (kWh/m )
2. Heat loss factor (W/m2)
3. Solar heat charge (W/m2)
4. Energy mix
5. Noise rating (see caption note)
6. Radon concentration (Bq/m3)
7. Ventilation
8. Nitrogen dioxide in indoor air
9. Moisture (see caption note)
10. Thermal climate, winter (W/m2, K)
11. Thermal climate in summer (-)
12. Daylighting (-)
13. Legionella risk in water
14. Hazardous substances
Aggregated area scores
Energy (indicators 1 - 4)
IEQ (indicators 5 - 13)
Hazardous materials (indicator 14)
TOTAL SCORE

Base Case
146, B
75, C
47.3, C
No change, G
S
196, B
S
G
C
0.88, C
0.06, C
0.24, S
G
B

Medium investment
86, S, (+)
49, B, (+)
20.5, S, (+)
No change, G
B, (-)
196, B
No change, S
No change, G
No change, C
0.34, S, (+)
0.026, S, (+)
0.24, S
No change, G
No change, B

High investment
81.6, S, (+)(+)
44, S, (+)(+)
20.5, S, (+)
No change, G
As for medium, B, (-)
196, B
No change, S
No change, G
No change, C
0.34, S, (+)
0.026, S, (+)
0.24, S
No change, G
No change, B

B
B
B
B

S, (+)
B
B
B

S, (+)
B
B
B
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Table 10: MB ratings for 1973 apartment building. See Table 9 caption for explanation.

1. Bought energy (kWh/m2)
2. Heat loss factor (W/m2)
3. Solar heat charge (W/m2)
4. Energy mix
5. Noise class
6. Radon concentration (Bq/m3)
7. Ventilation
8. Nitrogen dioxide in indoor air
9. Moisture
10. Thermal climate, winter (W/m2, K)
11. Thermal climate in summer (-)
12. Daylighting (-)
13. Legionella risk in water
14. Hazardous substances
Aggregated area scores
Energy (indicators 1 - 4)
Indoor Environment (indicators 5 - 13)
Hazardous materials (indicator 14)
TOTAL SCORE

Base Case
213, C
44, S
28, S
Renewable 82 %, G
S
327, C
S
G
C
0.55, C
0.035, S
0.12, B
G
C

Medium investment
174, C, (+)
44, S
28, S
No Change, G
No change, S
327, C
No change, S
No change, G
No change, C
0.55, C
0.035, S
0.12, B
No change, G
No change, C

High investment
110.3, S, (+)(+)
25, G, (+)
15, G, (+)
No Change, G
No change, S
327, C
No change, S
No change, G
No change, C
0.22, S, (+)
0.018, S, (+)
0.12, B
No change, G
No change, C

B
B
C
C

B
B
C
C

S, (+)
B
C
C

Table 11: MB ratings for 1963 apartment building. See Table 9 caption for explanation.
Base Case
1. Bought energy (kWh/m2)
2. Heat loss factor (W/m2)
3. Solar heat charge (W/m2)
4. Energy mix
5. Noise class
6. Radon concentration (Bq/m3)
7. Ventilation
8. Nitrogen dioxide in indoor air
9. Moisture
10. Thermal climate, winter (W/m2, K)
11. Thermal climate in summer (-)
12. Daylighting (-)
13. Legionella risk in water
14. Hazardous substances
Aggregated area scores
Energy (indicators 1 - 4)
Indoor Environment (indicators 5 - 13)
Hazardous materials (indicator 14)
TOTAL SCORE

140, B
37, S
52, C
Non-renewable 31
%, B
S
300, C
G
G
C
0.34, B
0.066, C
0.14, B
G
B
B
B
B
B
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Medium
investment
127.5, S, (+)
33, S, (+)
56, C, (-)

High investment

No change, S
300, C
No change, G
No change, G
No change, C
0.13, S, (+)
0.07, C, (-)
0.14, B
No change, G
No change, B

67.5, G, (+)(+)
22, G, (+)(+)
56, C, (-)
Non-renewable 28.6 %,
B, (+)
No change, S
300, C
No change, G
No change, G
Facade renovated, B, (+)
0.13, S, (+)
0.07, C, (-)
0.14, B
No change, G
No change, B

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B

No change, 31 %, B

4.4

Property owners’ and tenants’ perceptions of value creation from EC and
environmental enhancements
In this section, results from paper 4 (property owners) and paper 5 (tenants) are presented
alongside each other to provide an interesting comparison. The surveys of owners and tenants
firstly considered the effect of EC and environmental enhancements on property owners’ and
tenants’ direct costs and income streams. Table 12 shows firstly over 80 % of questionnaire
respondent property owners perceive a decrease in energy costs as a result of EC and
environmental enhancements (in the short and long term). However interviewed property
owners also noted that high energy efficiency could be achieved through well-developed
corporate energy management processes and was not dependent on EC. Other interviewees
noted that aiming for EC in a project introduced an incentive to include energy efficiency
measures that would not otherwise have been considered. Tenants’ views of the effect of EC
and environmental enhancements on their energy costs from paper 5 provide an interesting
contrast. Figure 4 (a) shows that a large majority of tenant questionnaire respondents have
leasing agreements that give them a direct economic incentive for a low energy use. In spite
of this, Figure 4 (b) shows that a large majority of respondents in the same survey ‘don’t
know’ how their premises-related energy costs are affected by EC and environmental
enhancements. Nevertheless, the apparent indifference to energy costs shown in the tenant
questionnaire does ultimately corroborate previous observations from a Swedish industry
study (Fastighetsägarna, 2012), WGBC (2013) and Häkkinen and Belloni (2011). Finally at
least two interviewed tenants noted that they had not achieved reduced operational energy
use. This suggests that the performance gap issue noted elsewhere (Nelson & Frankel, 2012;
Tuohy & Murphy, 2015) associated particularly with the international tools LEED and
BREEAM is experienced by tenants also.
Considering other cost and income streams, Table 12 also shows that a majority of property
owner questionnaire respondents perceive EC and environmental enhancements to increase
production cost for a building but also its sale price in a hypothetical transaction situation.
Findings from interviews with property owners suggest that the EC production premium, even
for highly-rated buildings was quite small, and well within the 12 % upper bound according to
WGBC’s recent review (2013).

Meanwhile, one owner noted in interviews that the

comprehensive material documentation (required for Miljöbyggnad certification) had been an
important factor in a successful actual sale.
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Table 12: Summary of property owner questionnaire results showing the perceived effect of EC and
environmental enhancements on direct economic factors. Figures in parentheses are the actual number of
respondents.

Operating income
Rental rate (income/m2)
Vacancy rate
Operating expenses
Tenant outfitting
Energy costs
Operation and
maintenance
Renovation and rebuild
Transaction aspects
Production cost
Sale Price

Short/
long
timeframe

Lower

No
noticeable
difference

Higher

Don't know

s
l
s
l

0% (0)
4% (1)
20% (6)
41% (12)

63% (19)
43% (12)
63% (19)
34% (10)

20% (6)
39% (11)
0% (0)
7% (2)

17% (5)
14% (4)
17% (5)
17% (5)

s
l
s
l

6% (2)
10% (3)
83% (25)
86% (25)

42% (13)
47% (14)
13% (4)
10% (3)

29% (9)
23% (7)
0% (0)
0% (0)

23% (7)
20% (6)
3% (1)
3% (1)

s
l
s
l

35% (11)
47% (14)
13% (4)
33% (10)

55% (17)
43% (13)
65% (20)
40% (12)

3% (1)
7% (2)
13% (4)
20% (6)

6% (2)
3% (1)
10% (3)
7% (2)

n/a
n/a

8% (2)
0% ()

12% (3)
19% (6)

69% (18)
65% (20)

12% (3)
16% (5)

Table 12 also shows a broad consensus amongst property owners that rental and vacancy rates
are not affected by EC and environmental enhancements in the short term. In the longer term
however, about 50 % see higher rental rates and lower vacancy rates, suggesting the
perception of a long term competitive advantage in attracting tenants to buildings with EC and
environmental enhancements. Meanwhile, Figure 4 (b) shows that a large majority of
respondents in the tenant questionnaire ‘don’t know’ how their total premises costs are
affected by EC and environmental enhancements. This outcome could potentially arise
because in office premises, premises costs represent a small fraction of a tenants’ total costs.
Wage costs for example are much higher as a proportion of tenants’ total costs than premises
costs.
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Figure 4: Tenant questionnaire responses to questions about (a) whether energy costs for space heating
and cooling and tenant´s electricity respectively are paid for by tenants based on actual measured usage
(i.e. per kWh or equivalent) or otherwise and (b) how tenants’ total premises costs and premises energy
costs respectively are affected by their premises’ environmental certification and environmental
enhancements. Y-axes show number of responses.

Interviews with tenants show that they perceive that their premises costs are affected by a
range of factors not directly attributable to EC, in particular co-locating business units
previously in separate locations, or lower floor area per employee due to moving to an open
landscape office. Indeed, one interviewed tenant noted higher total premises costs in their EC
premises compared with a previous location because their new premises was in a newly-built
building. Meanwhile, two interviewed tenants noted that though EC was a mandatory
specification in procuring their premises, they would never pay more for it. One private
property owner spoke about the effect of EC and environmental enhancements on rental
income thus:
It is likely difficult to take a rental premium for a certified building, but
uncertified may have to be discounted to attract tenants. The difference between
brown buildings and green buildings will in time be noticable
Quote 1
The statement is telling for the fact that it recasts the difference in rental rates from the
perspective of property owners from being a simple story of rental premiums for EC buildings
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to one where, in time, non-EC buildings will need to be discounted. Quantitatively this
amounts to the same thing, but the different interpretations mean something different for the
strategic significance of EC for property owners and tenants with respect to rental rates.
Table 12 also shows that property owners either perceived lower costs or no difference for
operation and maintenance (short- and long term) and renovation and rebuild (long-term only)
due to EC and environmental enhancements. Tenants were asked about the effect of EC and
environmental enhancements on the risk of having their operations disturbed by a large-scale
renovation and rebuild at their premises. One quarter of tenants responded ‘don’t know’ to
this question, with the remainder being very evenly split between increased risk, decreased
risk and no difference as a result of EC and environmental enhancements. This result was not
reported in paper 5 but is interesting here for comparison with property owners’ perceptions.
Table 13: Summary of questionnaire responses to: ‘To what extent is the fact that the building is
environmentally certified advantageous in relation with… ?’ Percentage responses for all respondents
answering the question, with absolute response frequencies in brackets.

Tenants
Municipal authorities
Investors
Internally in the
company

Not
advantageous Advantageous Don't know
7% (2)
83% (25)
10% (3)
3% (1)
63% (19)
33% (10)
4% (1)
42% (10)
54% (13)
3% (1)

90% (27)

7% (2)

Considering value creation from the perspective of stakeholder relations, Table 13 shows that
EC is generally considered advantageous internally in property owner organizations.
Interviewed property owners gave many examples of such advantages, for example EC was
judged to have made environmental work more rewarding, and increased its status in the
organization. Along the same lines, property owner questionnaire respondents were in broad
agreement that EC and environmental enhancements contributed to increasing environmental
awareness and expertise internally. A related example from property owner interviews, is that
EC facilitates consideration of environmental issues from project inception, and also improves
goal-setting and communication in project teams (principally architects and engineers) in
development projects.
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As mentioned by one interviewee in the property owner study (paper 4):
A way of quality assurance with high environmental performance. Earlier experience
with e.g. consultants was that they filled in checklists about environmental choices and
it was easy to take short cuts
Quote 2
This is important for demonstrating the perceived connection between improvement in the
building development and design process and improvement in building quality. This is
evidence that EC can address some of the barriers arising in building design decision contexts.
Many interviewed property owners also said that they had taken strategic decisions on
certification for all new construction, showing that EC enables a wide range of environmental
issues to be brought to board level and is thus important in the strategic environmental
management decision context considered in this study. Questionnaire responses in Table 14
further show that EC is considered important for attracting and retaining skilled employees,
also confirmed in interviews.
Table 14: Summary of property owners’ questionnaire responses to: “How do you perceive the building’s
environmental certification/environmental measures affect… ?” Percentage responses for all respondents
answering the question, with absolute response frequencies in brackets.

…Employee environmental awareness and
expertise?
…The organizations’s credibility/strengthened
brand in environmental issues?
…The organizations’s possibility to attract and
retain skilled staff

Not at
all

Somewhat

3% (1)

63% (19) 33% (10)

0% (0)

0% (0)

33% (10) 67% (20)

0% (0)

20% (6) 43% (13) 33% (10)

3% (1)

Greatly

Don't
know

Meanwhile from the tenant perspective, Figure 5 shows that more tenants perceive advantages
internally than externally through their EC premises. Figure 6 shows that tenants perceive a
positive effect internally in terms of environmental awareness, and the paper gives examples
from interviewed tenants of the same, including notably affecting interviewee C’s
organization’s decision to follow through with plans to certify according to ISO 14001. Figure
6 also shows that almost 70 % of tenants are neutral or positive about the effect of EC and
environmental enhancements on IEQ in their premises, as were many interviewed tenants.
Such tenants did mention many IEQ features that they were satisfied with in their new EC
premises (overall thermal comfort, air quality, lighting and sound environment). They also
mentioned other features that they were not so satisfied with, such as poor air quality after a
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long meeting in a full conference room. Only three interviewed tenants note the active choice
of building material (including material with low VOC emissions) as an area for value
creation for them. Meanwhile questionnaire responses shown in Figure 6, confirmed in
interviews, show that very few tenants perceive an effect from EC and environmental
enhancements on their staff’s general level of health, sick leave or productivity. This contrasts
with findings about workplace satisfaction shown in Figure 6 that are somewhat higher,
confirmed by further examples in interviews. Finally, interviews with tenants showed many
examples where EC and environmental enhancements were considered important for
attracting and retaining employees.

Figure 5: Tenant questionnaire responses to questions (a) as to what degree tenants perceive that the fact
that renting premises in an EC building is advantageous in relations with the stakeholders shown and (b)
how relations with their landlord are affected by the building’s EC and environmental enhancements. Yaxes show number of responses.
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Figure 6: Tenants’ questionnaire responses: How do you perceive the following aspects are affected by the
building’s EC and related environmental enhancements? Y-axes show number of responses. Up to 25
responses including “don’t know”.

Table 13 further shows that EC and environmental enhancements are advantageous for
property owners particularly in their relationship with tenants, their principle clients. This was
highlighted in many interviews, for example:
When building over 3000 square metres, one wants to lease to large companies,
and most such have an environmental policy that requires certification
Quote 3
and:
Earlier there was a lot of hocus pocus. Now tenants are very well-informed and
have requirements for ventilation flow, material choice, natural materials,
linoleum and not plastic floor, recyclable products, e.g. furniture
Quote 4
In a particularly interesting example, a hospital owner noted that presenting comprehensive
material documentation (as required by Miljöbyggnad) was important for their credibility
when dealing with occupants’ IEQ queries. Meanwhile Figure 7 (a) shows that many tenants’
decisions about which premises to lease were affected greatly by EC, though even more were
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affected minimally. Figure 7 (b) shows that many tenants also directly affected their property
owner’s decision to include EC and environmental enhancements, though also here many did
not.

Figure 7: Questionnaire responses to questions (a) To what extent did the building’s EC and related
environmental enhancements influence the decision to rent premises in the building? and (b) To what
extent did you as tenants/tenants-to-be influence the decision that your building should have EC and
environmental enhancements? Y-axes show number of responses.

Meanwhile, Table 14 shows that all property owners perceive EC and environmental
enhancements to affect their organizations’ credibility and brand in environmental issues. In
interviews owners noted examples of national and local media coverage due to EC and
environmental enhancements. Some tenants mention benefit in certain sales situations or in
submitting tenders to public authorities. Meanwhile branding and general marketing benefits
for tenants from EC was generally and understandably less than for owners, noted to be
subordinate to tenant organizations’ wider environmental management initiatives and less in
sectors associated with high direct environmental impacts. Many tenants outside of this sector
noted that EC and the decreased operational energy use it is associated with for contributing
to achieving high environmental performance in obligatory or voluntary environmental
reporting. Finally, paper 4 also shows that EC can have a positive impact among investors,
and in winning contracts with local authorities and private developers.
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5 Discussion
5.1

Life cycle approaches and EC tools in the design process decision
context
In a very broad sense, the results of papers 1, 2 and 3 show that EC tools and life cycle
approaches present information that is important in design process decision contexts. Related
to this, a general finding about embodied GWP arising from papers 1 and 2 is that building
design decisions aiming for embodied GWP mitigation in new build and renovation
respectively (on top of strategies aiming at low operational energy use) can make a
worthwhile contribution to overall GWP mitigation in the building sector. Therefore as
support for strategies aiming at embodied GWP mitigation life cycle approaches are useful.
Results from paper 1 and the related follow-up may in particular be useful for way-finding for
the future development of the application of life cycle-based tools for decision support in the
early stages in the design process decision context. Having said that, as only one very limited
case it is important not to draw conclusions too swiftly from it. Positively, the case seemed to
demonstrate that the lead architect and project team were interested and engaged in the
question of mitigating embodied GWP. The same study also suggested that they had learnt
about ways of doing so from the LCA study described in paper 1, thus addressing a
knowledge barrier amongst such stakeholders noted in earlier research. On the other hand, the
further follow-up suggested that the simplified LCA-process was still not sufficiently
streamlined for project managers to want to use LCA actively in design process decisions in
general. BECE is one example of early stage tools developed, where international examples
include Athena Impact Estimator (Athena Sustainable Materials Institute, 2016a), ECEB
(Moncaster & Symons, 2013) and LifeCYCLE (Mott MacDonald, 2016). In Sweden at least
however, a recent Boverket report still calls for a transparent, cost-effective and easy-to-use
LCA-based tool for buildings (Boverket, 2015). Many initiatives are underway in this respect
and the BECE tool and experiences with it can contribute to these developments. The number
of PCRs and EPDs for building material has increased in recent years (see for example EPD
International AB, 2016; Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V., 2016) demonstrating increased
awareness and knowledge exchange amongst stakeholders in the sector. However, as
Häkkinen et al. (2015) note, in early stages generic data, e.g. for life-cycle inventory (LCI)
should be used. On this point a lot of generic LCI data for different building materials exist,
for example through the EcoInvent database (Frischknecht & Rebitzer, 2005). The
background data used for the calculations in paper 1 in the BECE tool is generic but the
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transparency of the data is still limited. Some of the BECE data comes from EcoInvent for
example, which is not freely available, which reduces transparency and can contribute to
limiting the benefit of such data in overcoming knowledge barriers in the sector. Another
issue that still constitutes a barrier for LCA is the fact that generic data from different sources
may make different methodological choices, even if carried out according to generic LCA
standards such as ISO 14040/44. In this respect, Boverket discusses for example the creation
of a national LCI database that could be applied to further address barriers related to the use
of LCA (Boverket, 2015).
A further issue arising related to the apparent lack of interest in LCA-related assessments in
the sector in general is how drivers can be created to encourage developers to use it more.
This question relates to the strategic environmental management decision context and one
possible driver is thus to include LCA-based calculations as criteria in EC tools, as is now
done in the consultation version of Miljöbyggnad 3.0 and LEED for example. Another open
question is the extent to which outcomes from design process decision making using LCA can
contribute to value creation for owners or users in the way considered in papers 4 and 5.
Alternatively Boverket is also investigating the use of policy instruments in order to stimulate
LCA in design decision processes. Indeed, certain Swedish municipalities have introduced
‘timber strategies’, for example Alingsås (Alingsås kommun, 2016), that aim to address the
mitigation of buildings’ embodied GWP directly by using planning regulations and
development contract agreements to promote the use of timber frames. This approach is based
on LCA-findings, but can potentially be achieved without the use of LCA-based calculations
as part of the design process. In demonstrating the benefits of a timber structural frame over a
concrete one from the perspective of embodied GWP, paper 1 corroborates results from
research studies assessing both embodied GWP and embodied energy. The application in
paper 1 did not include consideration of biogenic carbon that is effectively sequestered in the
timber. This is in accordance with the relevant European Standard (CEN, 2012) and a general
agreement between representatives for the steel, timber and concrete industries in Sweden
(Erlandsson et al., 2014). As argued in Larsson, Erlandsson, and Malmqvist (2016), even
those standards that do account for carbon sequestration in timber find that the overall effect
amounts to zero when considering the emission of sequestered carbon in the end-of-life and
beyond. Neither does the study in paper 1 consider carbonation, where for example Larsson et
al. (2016) also point out that it is negligible during the use phase of a building. One question
arising in this discussion is how LCA standards should mandate system boundaries and
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methodological considerations generally. It may be to commit a categorical error to expect a
tool based in systems thinking such as LCA to arrive at an indisputably correct and true
outcome in this question. A better approach may be to use standardization in LCA to aim for
consensus around ‘rules that can persist legitimately across communities of practice and over
time’ (Goulden et al., 2015, p. 3) and at the same time reflect in the standards well-accepted
notions of high environmental performance based in research. Such seems to be the case in
the previously mentioned agreement (Erlandsson et al., 2014) and attention should be paid to
ensure that agreed-upon standards are updated to reflect the development of life-cycle related
tools, data and knowledge.
Häkkinen et al. (2015) presents a systematic guide taking up each of the RIBA’s Plan of Work
stages separately and in sequence for mitigating embodied environmental impact in design
processes. The research in paper 1 showed a practical example applied only to the very early
stages. Building on the research in paper 1 and Häkkinen et al. (2015) it would be interesting
to follow more closely design processes where LCA-based tools aimed at mitigating
embodied environmental impacts over all development stages (see Table 1) are applied. Such
follow-up could yield knowledge about the strengths and weaknesses of different tools from
the perspective of environmental assessment and overall usability in the design process
decision context considered in this thesis. The brief interviews in paper 1 also pointed to the
range of considerations besides environmental that are taken into account by decision makers
in the design process with respect to frame material. This could also include issues shown by
Haroglu, Glass, and Thorpe (2009) to be important to clients, cost consultants and property
managers such as cost, architecture, building function, site, building size (many of which were
found to be more important than environmental considerations). Such research could also ask
if and in what way applying LCA-based assessment in a design process is preferable to
recommendations based on LCA as essentially used by Riksbyggen in Brf Viva and in
Swedish local councils’ timber building strategies.
Paper 2 also considers embodied GWP due to material requirements but from the perspective
of renovation. The statistical approach used (partially in light of the data available from the
BETSI energy assessment and survey), showed quite large standard deviations for the
stockwide average embodied GWPs for each renovation measure calculated as a ratio of the
reduced GWP due to reduced operational energy use due to the measure. On the other hand,
the standard deviations are not so high as to preclude meaningful conclusions distinguishing
between different types of renovation measure on the basis of their embodied GWP. Hence
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the results shown in

Table 8 demonstrate real differences between different kinds of

measures that can contribute to guiding priorities in decision processes about renovations for
operational energy reduction. One highlight of the results shown in Table 7 is that installation
of EAHR ventilation and installation of new windows have in general high embodied GWP as
a ratio of reduced operational energy use. The average embodied GWP for these measures
based on data shown in Table 7 are of a similar order of magnitude to those calculated for the
same measures in Olsson and others’ (2016) case study. GWP as a ratio of reduced
operational energy use is an interesting indicator because it can be compared with the GWP
due to operational energy use itself to understand the overall benefit of a particular renovation
measure from the GWP perspective. Across the stock the GWP due to operational energy use
will depend on many factors, for example if heat is supplied from a heat pump or not, or the
type of primary energy supplied to a district heating system. The average current value for
GWP due to operational energy use based on Mata et al. (2013) is about 50 g CO2-e/kWh. On
this basis the embodied GWP due to window replacement or installation of EAHR ventilation
can constitute about 20 to 30 % of the GWP reduction due to reduced operational energy use.
Therefore ensuring low embodied GWP due to material production for new windows and
EAHR ventilation can make a significant contribution to reducing GWP overall. Therefore in
procurement situations, property owners aiming for high environmental performance should
include criteria for low embodied GWP for new windows and EAHR ventilation. This
procurement could be supported by production of EPDs for these building elements, noting
the increasing number of building materials and components for which EPDs are available.
This stock-level study does not in and of itself demonstrate the variation between different
single buildings that can arise. For some, the embodied GWP for EAHR ventilation and new
windows will be much higher than others, and represent more than 20 – 30 % of the GWP
reduction due to reduced operational energy use calculated as the stock average. Comparison
with the current GWP due to operational energy use may not be an entirely relevant measure
either, since ambitious climate targets require reduction in GWP due to operational energy use
in the future. As Erlandsson and Levin (2004) show in their analyses, applying ambitious
scenarios for future GWP reduction in operational energy supply can significantly extend the
‘GWP payback’ time of measures.
A further methodological improvement to the work performed in paper 2 would be to
calculate the embodied GWP data as a ratio of the heated floor area for each measure. This
would facilitate a different means of comparison between the measures. Olsson et al. (2016)
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used this as an indicator in their case study. Interestingly they found that installation of EAHR
ventilation and new windows both had embodied GWP of about 0.4 kg CO2-e/m2 (HFA), year
for each measure. This value was amongst the highest for any of the renovation measures they
considered.
Comparing the embodied GWP as calculated with the overall lifetime GWP from residential
buildings can provide further interesting comparison. This data was not available for the study
performed in paper 2. Paper 2 only considered renovation measures for reducing operational
energy use. Other studies have considered the embodied environmental impacts due to
material production for renovation measures during the lifetime of a building necessary
because of certain building elements (plumbing fixtures, finishes and furnishings) reaching
the end of their technical lifetimes, finding that they constitute between 15 and 38 % of the
GWP due too operational energy use in the building (Hacker, De Saulles, Minson, & Holmes,
2008; Rossi, Marique, & Reiter, 2012). Therefore the methodological focus on renovation
measures for energy efficiency provides an underestimate of the total potential embodied
GWP due to renovation in general. Renovation in general is thus an important issue to
consider for decision makers in renovation design processes aiming at high environmental
performance.
A methodological limitation in paper 2 is the fact that data for embodied GWP was based on
generic European production in the EcoInvent database, rather than on Swedish production.
The Swedish energy system is in general much less CO2 intensive than the European system
on average. However, the major materials responsible for embodied GWP according to paper
2 (and other life cycle based studies of building materials’ GWP) are steel, cement, glass and
limestone, industries which still rely on fossil fuels in Sweden and in the case of steel and
cement production have high process-related emissions. In any case, in the globalization
context and the European free market zone there is no guarantee for a screening study such as
this one that all materials would be manufactured in Sweden anyway. Therefore it is
reasonable to assume average European production in paper 2.
Given then that renovation measures including those applied for reducing operational energy
use can constitute a non-negligible proportion of a building’s overall lifetime GWP, a further
issue that is interesting to address when considering research question 1 is the practical
application of the results from paper 2 in the building sector. There do not seem to be any
practical examples where renovation projects have attempted to mitigate embodied GWP for
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the materials required for the renovation. However, it is possible that these processes could
also be supported by the increased production and use of EPDs in the sector as a whole. It
may be claimed that the market power of any particular developer in a given project is
insufficient to persuade producers to certify products with EPDs, especially for renovation
projects. This is related to the general market fragmentation observed by many in the building
sector (Lucon et al., 2014). There may be some substance to this argument. However, it is too
narrow an assessment of the situation. Ambitious climate mitigation strategies entail
significant reductions in the direct GHG emissions from buildings, energy conversion
technologies and from processes for the production of building materials. Material producers
therefore need to respond to this imperative just as much as building owners, which has been
pointed out by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Swedish EPA, 2012b).
Therefore the use of EPDs should be seen as but one tool amongst many to overcome barriers
for improving environmental performance in the building sector’s supply chain.
Finally it should be pointed out that the significance of embodied GWP demonstrated in
papers 1 and 2 shows that embodied GWP is of general significance for ambitious climate
mitigation strategies in building design decision contexts beyond the Swedish context. This is
because the cases considered in each paper exemplify wider strategies shown by the IEA
(2013) to be important globally – new construction with low operational energy use (paper 1),
renovation for deep operational energy demand reduction (paper 2) and low GWP operational
energy supply (the current Swedish case compared to global examples).
In summary, the application of Miljöbyggnad to assess renovation packages in paper 3 did
demonstrate benefits from the packages that could not have been captured simply from an
economic analysis comparing reduced energy costs with investment costs required to achieve
them. Paper 3 showed that assessment with Miljöbyggnad demonstrated improvements in
thermal climate in the winter but potential deterioration in the summer, which is supported by
the findings of a recent study of residents’ IEQ perceptions before and after a renovation
along the line of the ambitious packages considered in paper 3 (Liu & Thoresson, 2013). This
demonstrates that Miljöbyggnad can contribute important information in design processes
aiming at deep operational energy reductions. In the cases considered, it could highlight the
need for blinds and awnings to address identified IEQ problems in the summer. The
information from the Miljöbyggnad assessment of thermal climate in winter may serve to
highlight features of operational energy demand not easy to incorporate in heat demand
calculations and simulations or that would not show up in statistics for bought energy use.
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This is because in an effort to counteract thermal discomfort during winter caused by nonairtight windows or windows with lower U-values, it is not uncommon for residents to use
portable plug-in electric resistance heaters. This plug-in heating would not be included in
statistics about actual energy use in central heating systems, and the drafts are difficult to take
account of in energy balance calculations.
Indeed, by highlighting the potential for IEQ improvement in deep renovations as it does,
Miljöbyggnad application as performed in paper 3 may answer some issues raised in the
literature (see Section 2.5) about property owners’ needs in their decision processes about
renovation. Demonstrating IEQ improvements for example may reflect values other than
technical, noted as a property owner interest by (Thuvander et al., 2012). The work in paper 3
also demonstrated the potential that EC tools have for providing a structured method for
carrying out an inspection of an existing building noted in earlier research (Crawley & Aho,
1999). Indeed, it seems that the method applied in paper 3 could also ensure the thoroughness
of inspections that Olsson et al. (2014) had found to be a problem.
Above are interesting findings from the perspective of research question 1. However, there
exist other potential changes that are not highlighted by the assessment applied. One
observation from the various changes in IEQ that were made visible by Miljöbyggnad is that
the tool is much more sensitive to measures affecting windows (directly affecting five of the
14 evaluated indicators according to the simplified methods used) than it is to ventilation
measures (which only directly affects the ventilation indicator according to the simplified
methods of assessment). The medium package applied to the 1973 apartment buildings
showed no change in IEQ indicators in spite of the fact that the changes to the ventilation
system in this package arguably could be seen to lead to reduced infiltration during winter.
Advanced assessment methods in Miljöbyggnad include an option to assess thermal comfort
in summer and winter by calculating PPD (Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied) which does take
into account factors like airspeed. It may therefore be interesting to compare the certification
criteria based on the simplified methods used in paper 3 with the more advanced PPD-based
method. Also, follow-up studies assessing air quality before and after a change from
mechanical exhaust air ventilation to mechanical supply and exhaust air ventilation showed a
much better air mixing for the latter system (Södergren, 2010; Södergren & Löfstedt, 2008)
and thus better air quality. This feature is not picked up in the simplified Miljöbyggnad
assessment methods used.
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The investigation in paper 3 also revealed potential problems with the case buildings’ existing
status that were not remedied by the applied renovation packages (that aimed to reduce
operational energy use specifically) such as for radon, legionella, and hazardous substances.
Nevertheless, the inventory carried out to judge the current status of the buildings was clearly
useful for highlighting these issues (for example the high radon concentration in the 1973
apartment building).
Considering the setting of targets, (Olsson et al., 2016) find that a reference target value for
operational energy use in the Swedish building stock which takes into account the total stock
of Swedish buildings (including growth in stock) and the Swedish government’s targets for
improving energy efficiency in the stock up to 2050 (the latter previously mentioned in
Sections 2.5 and 3.3 and (Swedish Government, 2005, 2008)) is 62 kWh/m2 (HFA), year. The
operational energy use for the 1963 apartment building is 61.5 kWh/m2 (HFA), year. It is a
coincidence that they should be this close, though it makes an important point that the types of
measures considered in paper 3 make obtaining the Swedish government targets technically
plausible. The new version of Miljöbyggnad currently under consideration sets a target of 56
kWh/m2 (HFA), year for Gold level in the indicator for buildings in Stockholm’s climate zone
(assuming the same criteria as for new production, SGBC, 2017). In one sense this target is
sufficiently ambitious to contribute to achieving goals for the entire building stock. On the
other hand, as a voluntary method it is fairly obvious that not all will aim to certify according
to the highest level.
Instead of using Miljöbyggnad for assessment, another EC tool could be applied. This would
change the nature of the environmental assessment and therefore the information for the
decision maker. For example, Wallhagen and Glaumann (2011a) applied LEED and the UK
tool Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH, related to BREEAM) to a residential building. Such
an application for the cases of paper 3 would give a very different outcome since CSH does
not consider issues related to air quality, ventilation and thermal comfort. LEED for example
does not consider noise. For thermal comfort LEED requires simulation of IEQ rather than
simplified calculations as performed in paper 3. A fuller understanding of the differences
would require further research.
Thuvander et al. (2012) suggested that using multiple approaches for assessing renovation
aiming for high environmental performance is useful in a design decision context in order to
incorporate a broad range of apsects that are affected. Many methods can be considered to
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complement the application of Miljöbyggnad in paper 3, such as the SQUARE method aimed
at assuring high IEQ in renovation for deep operational energy use reduction (Kovacs &
Mjörnell, 2010). Process-related features considered in SQUARE include tenant dialogue and
owners’ management processes, which may then be complemented with Miljöbyggnad’s
target setting, guidance for inspection and third-party certification. Another example from
research evaluates social aspects in renovation projects divided in six areas - a cohesive city;
social interaction, teamwork and meetings; a well-functioning everyday life; identity and
experience; health and green urban environments; and safety, security and openness
(Mjornell, Boss, Lindahl, & Molnar, 2014). Evaluation of renovation packages considering
embodied GWP could also provide useful information in a renovation decision process given
the findings of paper 2. The LCA-based indicator proposed for the new version of
Miljöbyggnad however only considers load-bearing elements, therefore evaluation of
embodied GWP for renovation packages considered in papers 2 and 3 would not be covered
by this indicator.
Paper 3 did show that as an environmental assessment, Miljöbyggnad demonstrates nonobvious changes in IEQ aspects. A question not addressed in the study but which is relevant
for this thesis is how the EC tool could be used by property owners in the context of their
strategic management (relating to research question 2). Using EC tools may be important for
example for those owners whose decisions about renovation for significant operational energy
reduction consider (to some extent at least) owner or administration directives. This is
because the demonstrated benefits in for example IEQ could convince key internal
stakeholders of further advantages of deep renovation packages, eliminating conflicts between
members in a managerial group (a possibility highlighted by Högberg et al., 2009). One
persuasive feature of applying the tool could also be to facilitate high-level communication
about environmental initiatives for example to politicians for municipally-owned companies
or to investors for private organizations. Högberg et al. (2009) also found multifamily
residential property owners that make decisions based solely on a profit-maximization
principle. It seems unlikely that these owners would perceive strategic advantage in applying
Miljöbyggnad or another EC tool were it not directly connected to fiscal incentives.
Findings in paper 3 suggest that deep renovation for operational energy use reduction is not
profitable for owners in the current economic situation. Large scale renovations in rental
properties such as those reported by Byman and Jernelius (2012) therefore often include
measures that increase standards for fixtures, furnishings, fittings and finishes that justify rent
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increases for residential tenants. Such rental increases are a point of contention in Swedish
housing policy (Lind, Annadotter, Björk, Högberg, & Af Klintberg, 2016; Mangold,
Österbring, & Wallbaum, 2015; Thuvander et al., 2012). The findings in paper 3 show that
EC could be a useful addition when designing policy instruments to address these issues. For
example, a research study could evaluate the socioeconomic benefit arising from achieving
the performance levels required for a certain level of certification from a cost-benefit
perspective, with a particular focus on improved public health from improved IEQ. The
findings of such a study can be used to determine a level of subsidy for a certain level of
certification. A particular level of certification can then be stipulated as a condition for receipt
of the relevant subsidy.
Some authors on the other hand propose including tenant affordability criteria (Lind et al.,
2016; Mjörnell, Boss, Lindahl, & Molnar, 2014) in assessing renovation measures. Housing
affordability is a reasonable expectation from a sustainability perspective and is brought up in
the UN’s sustainable development goal 11. However limiting the potential reduction of
operational energy use may conflict with the Swedish parliament’s goals for operational
energy reduction (Swedish Government, 2005, 2008), the strong view of sustainability
(Wangel et al., 2016) and the planetary boundaries approach (Steffen et al., 2015). Residents’
socioeconomic status should not be used a criteria to limit the operational energy reduction in
renovations. Sufficient economic resources should be provided from elsewhere through
appropriate policy measures or other solutions found.
5.2

Integrating EC and environmental enhancements in property owners’ and
tenants’ strategic decision making for value creation
As explorative qualitative works, both papers 4 and 5 aim to propose potential explanations
for the value creation perceptions of property owners applying EC and tenants renting
premises in EC buildings. Qualitative analysis of the obtained questionnaire and interview
data constitutes a central part of this work, and is presented here.
In the case of paper 4, one major part of the analysis can be summed up by Figure 8. The
figure presents the findings from the empirical work in a ‘strategy map’. Its structure is based
on Epstein’s and Rejc’s (2014) proposed ‘strategy map’ and ‘corporate sustainability model’.
‘Actions’ refer to those specific activities that the organization carries out to achieve desired
outputs and outcomes. In the original conception these refer to such areas as strategy, goalsetting, leadership and implementation. As shown in the figure, they refer to the various
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‘actions’ the organization must carry out for certification. Three types of actions are identified
as creating value in Figure 8 – ‘EC measures’, ‘EC process’ and ‘EC certification’. ‘EC
measures’ encompasses value creation from the specific enhancements that are implemented
in order to achieve certification. ‘EC process’ corresponds to the support provided by the
certification tool in the design process itself. Finally, ‘EC certification’ refers to the fact that
an important part of EC is the certification itself and that it comes from a third-party and can
be used for effective corporate communication of the building’s environmental features.
These three ‘actions’ as conceived in Figure 8 correspond quite well to the three functions for
EC tools identified by (Cole, 1999) as environmental assessment (i.e. ‘EC measures’), support
in the design process (i.e. ‘EC process’) and market transformation (i.e. ‘EC certification’).
Figure 8 also shows that the three actions themselves are connected highlighting their mutual
dependence. These actions are aimed towards ‘outputs’, which are performance goals that
though strategically significant are measured in non-financial terms. These outputs are then
the basis for contributing to outcomes, which are those financial goals established for the
organization. Note also the feedback loops connecting outputs and outcomes back to actions.
This demonstrates that achieving desired outputs and outcomes themselves are important for
providing the basis by which the organization carries out desired actions.
Figure 8 shows with the letters a through d how different areas identified for value creation
and shown in the figure may relate to different dimensions in a Balanced Scorecard
perspective. This is thus a key finding in response to research question 2 in this thesis, and
demonstrates how environmental enhancements and EC tools can be integrated into property
owners’ strategic decision processes aimed at value creation. The areas identified for value
creation could also be connected to areas identified for creating competitive advantage
according to Russo’s & Fouts’ (1997) conception of the resource-based theory. Authors that
write about the resource-based theory often point out that at its root, a key to achieving
competitive advantage is for the resources an organization acquires to be ‘ambiguous’, by
which they mean that they are problematic to understand and even explain. This is because
this ambiguity makes it difficult if not impossible for the same resource to be acquired by a
competitor. On one level, EC itself is by no means ambiguous, particularly because it relies
on certification by a third party. This may be one reason why many interviewed property
owners noted that it is very important to have a sound internal overarching environmental
management of which EC is a part, rather than relying purely and simply on EC.
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The analysis in paper 5 is chiefly aimed at discerning between areas for value creation that
arose from the study’s empirical data and those that did not (in particular those that are
otherwise proposed in the literature). Areas identified for value creation were further
subdivided into two categories. All three categories are shown as columns in Table 15. In the
leftmost column are those areas for value creation that arose that had a clear connection to EC
and environmental enhancements. As shown in Table 15 this comprised employee
environmental awareness, attracting employees, support for sustainability reporting, reducing
energy costs and cooperation with landlord on energy issues. The middle column shows areas
for value creation but which could not be directly attributed to EC and environmental
enhancements. It was judged from empirical data that in these areas EC and environmental
enhancements could not be distinguished from premises features such as new, modern, open,
light office space with interiors of high standard as a cause of value creation. The right-most
column in Table 15 shows the areas where according to empirical data, EC did not contribute
to value creation for tenants. The presence of areas for value creation identified in the leftmost column in Table 15 shows that EC tools can be integrated into tenants’ strategic
decision processes aimed at value creation. Therefore this table provides a concrete answer to
research question 2 for tenants.
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Figure 8: Strategy map for value creation for property owners summarizing empirical findings of paper 4.
Letters in brackets after descriptions refer to different BSc perspectives - a – Financial, b – Internal, c –
External stakeholders, d – Learning and growth. 1 ‘IEQ’ and ‘Documented choice of low-impacting
materials’ are shown as separate measures principally because not all material choice measures affect
IEQ and many IEQ measures are not related to material choice. It is noted that this is a pictorially
convenient schematic simplification of reality where there is clearly overlap between the two areas as
noted in findings.

It is further interesting to compare the perceptions of property owners with those of tenants.
Low operational energy use was interesting to property owners from the perspective of
lowering costs. On the other hand, the most widespread interest for low energy demand
amongst tenants seemed to arise as a support for their sustainability reporting. Neither
property owners nor tenants perceived any particular productivity or occupant health benefit
resulting from EC. This finding is mainly interesting because it suggests that these areas are
strategically insignificant in spite of the wealth of studies and research that mentions benefits
from EC in terms of productivity or health (see for example Kats et al., 2010).
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Table 15: Summary of value creation in EC premises for tenants found in this study, categorized
according to whether data suggest a potential for value creation and the degree to which it can be related
to EC and environmental enhancements.
Potential for value creation from
Potential for value creation from
No value creation identified from
premises with a clear connection to

premises, though potentially

EC and environmental

EC and environmental

related to premises features not

enhancements

enhancements

affected by EC and environmental
enhancements

- Employee environmental
awareness

- Indoor environmental quality

- Health of building users
- Investor relations

(IEQ)

- Attractive to potential employees

- Total premises costs

- Sustainability reporting

- Creativity

- Reduced energy costs

- Workplace morale

- Employee productivity

- Co-operation with landlord on
energy issues
- Various benefits in relation to
external partners

Some owners do however note that the documented choice of non-hazardous materials has
been advantageous in certain situations. Tenants on the other hand showed little appreciation
of this fact in spite of a more general appreciation of the significance of IEQ issues. On this
basis it would be interesting to understand whether EC property owners could achieve
strategic objectives better by raising tenant awareness of the measurable benefits of the
documented choice of non-hazardous materials.
The finding that tenants do not perceive a strategic benefit from improved productivity should
be contrasted with the noted improvement in employee morale and in attracting and retaining
staff. This could be due to premises features not directly attributable to EC or environmental
enhancements, though previous literature is ambiguous on this point. On the other hand the
finding suggests that it is possible that the strategic advantage for tenants in EC premises
arises through the socially mediated route of improving purposefulness and engagement at
work rather than through the biologically mediated route of improving IEQ and therefore
productivity. Future research could attempt to investigate the extent to which the
improvements noted are attributable to EC (for example through interviews and questionnaire
studies of building users).
Finally, property owners state that a rental differential may exist as a discount for non-EC but
many tenants said they would refuse to pay more for EC. One hypothesis to explain this is
that determination of rental rates is a negotiation between property owners and tenants where
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both act as satisficers (see e.g. Hansson, 2005, p. 22), happy to accept a certain range of rental
rates down to or up to a certain level of satisfactoriness.
Analysis in paper 4 in particular distinguished between different types of property owners and
how their perceptions of strategic advantage from EC differed depending on this. Two notable
ideal types by which to distinguish organizations with well-developed strategies in applying
EC were described to explain heterogeneities amongst interviewed owners – ‘market leaders’
and ‘service leaders’. They have in common that both have established internal expertise in
environmental management in general and more specifically EC, and have prioritised
organizational resources in terms of time and money in order to do it. They also have a
demonstrated commitment to environmental management from the highest strategic level in
the organization. This is why they are both considered leaders. According to the interviewed
‘market leaders’ EC is a strategic means of creating competitive advantage to attract desirable
tenants and in transactions, affecting total rental incomes and price-on-sale. It is primarily
private owners (Swedish or international) focussed on office buildings in large urban areas
that tend to this ideal type. ‘Market leaders’ have much of their building stock in highly
competitive markets (in terms of investors and tenants) and maximization of quarterly profit is
a high priority. Interviews and public documents consulted show that these organizations have
a preference for international tools, such as LEED and BREEAM. Some of these
organizations pointed out in the interviews that this is mainly because the tools are more wellknown internationally and important for branding and creating competitive advantage.
‘Market leaders’ may be amongst those organizations (noted by Hart, 1995) to be strategically
pushing certification bodies for more ambitious targets in EC tools, because so doing
accentuates the desired competitive advantage. Also in this dynamic can be perceived an
aspect of long-term strategy reflecting the different perceptions of long and short-term
advantage shown in Table 12. For market leaders the principal benefit from EC arises through
the ‘EC certification’.
Amongst ‘service leaders’ are organizations that are principally run according to political
requirements or as a result of the fact that the organization in question is expected to fulfil
societal goals and intentions in general. Amongst this group value creation arises principally
in the form of a better process through applying EC (see ‘EC process’ in Figure 8 and
accompanying text). This advantage may result in higher building quality, and better response
to tenant/occupier concerns during building operation, both of which may further yield cost
and competitive advantages. Typically these organizations are Swedish and publically owned
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and operated, with buildings used for functions other than office space (i.e. healthcare,
education and retail) though not always, e.g. co-operatively owned organizations. This
category seems to favour Miljöbyggnad. This may ultimately be because for ‘service leaders’
it is not necessary to appeal to foreign tenants or investors with internationally known tools.
Meanwhile, Miljöbyggnad with only 15 indicators assessed on performance (not design as for
LEED and BREEAM), with criteria related to standard Swedish code and less costly to
implement may also be better suited for value creation related to EC process (see Figure 8).
Indeed, Miljöbyggnad’s most significant current achievement from an environmental
perspective may be that it has made inclusion and communication of environmental objectives
in development projects easier and more rewarding for those that have adopted it. Application
of Miljöbyggnad is rapidly becoming a norm for owners such as ‘service leaders’. One
question that remains to be answered is the extent to which this trend is contributing to
achieving the Swedish EQOs, in particular ‘Good Built Environment’ (Swedish EPA, 2012a).
There is also a largely heterogeneous third ideal type of property owner identified in the
study, defined only by the fact that they do not have such well-expressed strategic motives for
applying EC. The group exhibits diverse types of ownership - for-profit co-operative, public
organization and small private owner – with seemingly divergent priorities in terms of value
creation. It may be that such owners were interviewed whilst still in the process of developing
a strategy for EC application for their organization.
Three tendencies related to driving forces were identified for tenants based on interview
responses. The strongest driving force is designated here ‘mandatory specification’, where the
tenant has stipulated EC as a necessity for their premises. Four out of the five tenants in this
category were de facto initiators of the construction project for the EC building and are the
dominant tenants in their building. Many ‘mandatory specification’ tenants are in sectors
commonly noted for performing activities with high direct environmental impacts (as noted
by Eichholtz, Kok, & Quigley, 2009) though tenants in other sectors are there as well.
Interview testimony confirmed that the key common driving force amongst ‘mandatory
specification’ organizations was an active and engaged internal environmental management
operation. The second tenant group based on our analysis of their driving forces was assigned
the name ‘desirable specification’. EC is an important factor in decision making for these
tenants, but only after other, necessary criteria have been fulfilled. All were private
companies, though none were in sectors viewed as having high direct environmental impacts.
They were also generally not the dominant tenant in their building. Finally five organizations
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were ‘unaware’ of their premises’ EC. Four of these organizations did make procurement
specifications related to EC, e.g. related to energy efficiency, cost and non-identified
environmental specifications. Meanwhile two public agencies did not identify any related
requirements.
The results and thus conclusions in papers 4 and 5 are also dependent upon the
methodological choices made in the studies. Many of the previous studies reviewed in earlier
sections use highly quantitative methodologies and the studies in papers 4 and 5 provide
findings that investigate and problematize more about the causal connections between EC and
value creation than is possible in the quantitative studies. The target groups for papers 4 and 5
were those property owners and tenants respectively that owned or rented premises in EC
buildings. A study could also have been performed about the attitudes of different types of
property owner and tenants to EC, whether or not they had experience of it. A future research
idea with a different target group could be a twin study following up tenants in EC buildings
and otherwise as-near-as-comparable non-EC buildings (or variants thereof, for example
tenants in buildings with different levels of classification or buildings certified with different
tools). Such a study could investigate more specifically potential value creation from EC than
was possible with the current study. The studies in papers 4 and 5 also cast a wide net to
gather experience of EC application broadly. A more focussed comparative case study could
be designed as a complement to the previous studies by following up property owners, tenants
and design professionals in the same project. It would be interesting to compare the results of
such a study with the results from papers 4 and 5.
5.3

EC tools’ and life cycle approaches’ contribution to implementing
mitigation strategies in the building and real estate sectors
The research included in this thesis was carried out at a time of change for environmental
management in the building and real estate sectors in Sweden. It coincided with the
foundation of the Sweden Green Building Council and the rapid growth in popularity of EC
tools as well as the publication of standards for the application of life cycle assessment in
buildings (CEN, 2011, 2012) and with the increase in awareness amongst industry
professionals and authorities of the significance of embodied impacts for buildings’ overall
environmental impacts (Boverket, 2015; Larsson et al., 2016; Liljenström et al., 2015). On the
other hand though there has been a rapid rise in interest in EC tools in Sweden the number of
buildings certified is still a very small proportion of the entire building stock. In order for EC
tools and life cycle perspectives to make a significant impact on national goals such as the
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environmental quality objectives, the use of EC tools and life cycle approaches still needs to
expand dramatically, for example to also cover existing buildings and to make a major
contribution to implementing widespread operational energy use reduction in the existing
stock and reducing buildings’ embodied impacts.
However, neither the EC tools nor the life cycle approaches considered in this thesis use a
‘distance to sustainable’ Cole (2005, p. 461) approach, indicating a buildings’ performance in
relation to planetary boundaries for example. Not surprisingly given this fact, achieving
‘distance to sustainable’ performance levels was not mentioned in interviews with property
owners or tenants in papers 4 and 5. These findings also reflect Wilkinson’s (2013) findings
that Australian property companies did not communicate a broader or systematic
understanding of the principles of sustainability in their environmental management
processes. Given the accumulated evidence of human society overshooting planetary
boundaries this oversight needs to be addressed. In both of the decision contexts considered in
this thesis there are examples of research and practice that aim to do so and need to be built
upon further. In the design process decision context Olsson et al. (2016) for example
established a target for operational energy use reduction in light of the Swedish government’s
national goals. An interesting exercise in the same vein would be to establish targets in light
of national GHG emissions targets. It would be interesting to evaluate how low levels of
embodied GWP and energy need to be in light of national targets for GHG emissions. The EC
tool Living Building Challenge offers potential in a design process decision context with
regard to the planetary boundaries. For example its criteria for operational energy, that 100 %
be produced onsite is qualitatively different from criteria in the same area for other tools and
far more ambitious. Another important development in this area is the idea of regenerative
design, aiming at buildings that improve the ecosystem as well as increase economic and
social capital (Cole et al., 2012; Du Plessis & Cole, 2011).
In the strategic environmental management decision context some are questioning the fact
that practice and much research is embedded in paradigm where the value of buildings’
environmental enhancements are judged in light of strategic priorities the highest of which are
defined very strictly in economic terms.
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Sayce (2013) sums up this dominant approach as follows:
‘if only we can price sustainability in accurately to our investment and value
modelling, business can proceed in the same ways as now – just with better
more environmentally friendly buildings!’
This criticism is particularly interesting given that Sayce is one of the leading researchers in
the field of valuation of environmentally enhanced buildings. Lorenz and Lützkendorf (2011)
likewise also criticize the practice of property valuation and much of twentieth century
economics too for largely ignoring a theoretical basis for the concept of value entirely. They
argue that the valuation profession therefore needs to begin to define new concepts of value
that reflect the diversity of market actors’ value perceptions (as evidenced in papers 4 and 5).
In their view these value concepts should also specifically consider environmental and social
perspectives alongside an economic perspective.
Meanwhile in his brief introduction to an ecological macroeconomics, Jackson (2011) points
to the need to judge investments based on different rates of return – a business sector
commercial rate of return, a public sector quasi commercial rate of return, and a public sector
social rate of return. These different types of investment and rates of return he suggests could
be assigned different categories of capital for example. This is an interesting idea for the real
estate sector given the large portion of global assets that it constitutes (Savills, 2016). Its
application could serve to meet Lorenz’s and Lützkendorf’s (2011) criticisms and provide a
more accurate valuation of the benefits of the regenerative design approach. It would
therefore be a valuable task for future research to ask how a building might be appraised
according to Jackson’s (2011) proposition or another potential theory.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations
Papers 2 and 3 in this thesis considered cases highlighting the building sector’s requirement to
significantly reduce operational energy use in existing buildings. It was shown that the
embodied GWP due to material production required for many renovation measures that can be
considered for achieving this is non-negligible compared to the reduced GWP due to reducing
operational energy use through the measures. Embodied GWP is particularly large in this
comparison for window replacement and installation of ventilation systems with heat
recovery. High embodied GWP was also shown to occur for other renovation measures
considered in the analysis to require large amounts of concrete or steel. The relative
significance of embodied GWP is also affected by the amount of operational energy use
reduction achieved by the measure and the local energy supply mix. Ultimately, therefore, life
cycle-based information about materials’ and products’ GWP (and potentially other
environmental impact categories) is important for understanding and therefore managing
GWP in renovation projects. For ambitious global climate change mitigation (involving the
dramatic increase in the proportion of renewable energy in the coming decades) it is also
important globally. Generic data about renovation materials’ embodied GWP needs to be
made available to decision makers early in the design process. This information can be used
to judge the significance of embodied GWP from the perspective of their project. This can be
complemented with environmental product declarations (EPDs) of material manufacturers’
specific products’ embodied GWP that can be used to fulfil renovation decision makers’
procurement specifications.
Also in the design process decision context, Miljöbyggnad was applied as an ex-ante
assessment of renovation measures and highlighted the positive effect renovation measures
can have on thermal comfort in winter and also the potential negative effect on thermal
comfort in the summer and on noise from ventilation. In the area of thermal comfort this exante assessment reflected perceptions noted in post-occupancy follow-ups of similarly
ambitious renovation packages. Miljöbyggnad is therefore a useful tool for communicating
and identifying the IEQ effects of renovation measures. There is as yet little general interest in
EC from property owners in renovation situations, though paper 3’s findings show that
Miljöbyggnad assessment can be very useful for multifamily building owners known to aim
for outcomes beyond simply narrowly-conceived profit maximization.
The economic assessments in paper 3 showed that renovation packages aiming at deep
operational energy use reductions are not profitable from a property owner perspective,
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corroborating results from elsewhere. This unprofitability constitutes a major barrier for the
key stakeholder groups affected – property owners and their tenants. Based on these findings,
EC could nevertheless be a useful addition when designing policy instruments to overcome
this. For example financial incentives could be provided based on a certain level of
certification.
A basic life cycle assessment was carried out in the early stages of a new build residential
project. The assessment showed that the two timber frames considered have lower embodied
GWP than the concrete, and that embodied GWP was significant for the entire lifetime GWP
for the proposed buildings. These outcomes contributed to improving the lead architect’s and
developer’s project manager’s knowledge and understanding of the significance of embodied
GWP and of the effect of different frame choices. Follow up interviews also highlighted that
design decisions affecting embodied GWP are made in light of many varying criteria of which
embodied GWP is only one. There already exist detailed proposals for incorporationg
embodied GWP in the design process. Future research could therefore follow up more
comprehensively building development projects aiming at mitigating embodied GWP using
similar methods, thereby enabling recommendations for overcoming identified barriers and
conflicts.
The thesis also showed that EC and related environmental enhancements contribute to
achieving property owners’ and tenants’ overall strategic objectives for value creation.
Property owners noted in particular reduced direct costs due to reduced energy demand, and
the documented choice of materials with low environmental impact contributing to addressing
tenants’ IEQ queries and to attracting potential buyers. EC also contributes to property
owners’ objectives for example through attracting and satisfying desirable tenants and to
attracting and retaining (property owners’) employees. Tenants experience value creation
from EC as support for environmental reporting (internal and external). According to
empirical findings, some large tenant organizations require EC for their premises, for others it
was an extra bonus and still others were unaware of EC during the contract period for their
premises. Paper 4’s theoretical contribution in relation to the aim of the thesis is to categorize
the empirically demonstrated areas for EC value creation for property owners according to
existing frameworks for sustainability and strategic management in a strategy map,
highlighting in particular the connection to the Balanced Scorecard. Using such an approach,
property owners can measure the value creating effects of EC with methods that are not
considered in previous research using the heuristics of the valuation profession. In the new
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approach for example, employee and tenant satisfaction surveys and reputational audits are
relevant for assessing EC’s positive effects on employee retention and tenant attraction. A
further novel contribution related to the strategy map is the identification of three different EC
functions from a value creation perspective – through the measures taken to achieve the
certification criteria (EC measures), through an improved design and development process
(EC process) and through communication with the help of the third-party certification (EC
certification).
Empirical findings also showed that property owners choose between EC tools based in partly
on the way different tools support their own specific strategic objectives. Societally-oriented
owners in the study expressed a preference for Miljöbyggnad and prioritized value creation
particularly from EC process. Findings also demonstrated that residential building owners
may benefit from EC application through EC process. Meanwhile market-oriented owners
expressed a preference for LEED and BREEAM, prioritizing value creation from EC
certification. Tenants meanwhile, according to the study do not make any significant strategic
distinction between tools (in spite of the fact that tools are very different in terms of what is
assessed).
Recent years have seen significant interest in Sweden and abroad for EC. Given the clear and
urgent global case for improving the building sector’s environmental performance, tool
developers should make the most of this interest by increasing environmental performance
levels mandated in tools. According to the strategic rationale established in this thesis, those
owners with well-developed EC strategies should advance this agenda in order to cement their
competitive advantage in the area. EC accreditation bodies (mostly ‘Green Building
Councils’) are to a large extent de facto determinants of the cutting edge of buildings with
high environmental performance with which also comes a responsibility to push for higher
levels of environmental performance in EC tools, incorporating the most up-to-date findings
from the research community lest EC simply becomes a marketing and public relations
exercise. Another question arising from EC’s strategic application is whether synergies
between owners’ strategic considerations and requirements for high environmental
performance can better be made use of in tool design. An example arising in the thesis is that
material documentation requirements in EC tools could be aligned with those required by
valuers and for use in transactions, thereby reducing overall workload and removing an
informational barrier in the market.
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In the further development of life cycle approaches’ and EC tools’ application to buildings
and real estate it is important to consider how they can be adapted to use ‘distance to
sustainable’ targets referencing for example the planetary boundaries. Potentially significant
contributions from this task for example could be to establish performance benchmarks for
say a building’s or development’s lifetime GWP or operational energy use that are explicitly
based on and referring to the planetary boundaries framework and current understanding of
likely future developments in the building sector. Such a task can be seen as a further
extension of the standardization of life cycle approaches for the building sector already in
place and also of the work of the third party EC accreditation organizations in setting
performance levels for EC tools.
A lack of reference to ‘distance to sustainable’ targets is also apparent in interviews and
questionnaire responses from property owners and tenants considering value creation from
EC. In relation to this an important task for researchers and practitioners going forward is to
establish how buildings may be assessed in light of revised value concepts that expand from
the current focus on the narrow economic perspective to also include environmental and
social perspectives. Such an approach could also find inspiration in concepts currently under
development in ecological macroeconomics. This is interesting for society as a whole since
real estate constitutes such a large part of society’s capital and is so significant for economic
activity.
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